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1.
[Fishermen on a beach.]
J.T. Serres fec.t. 1803.
Pen Lithograph. Sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼").
Trimmed into image at sides. Slight creasing.
£180
From 'Specimens of Polyautography'. BM:
1866,0407.125.

Mariette's name'. Certainly this applies to all the
examples held by the BM. De Vesme 376, state ii of ii,
but see above.
Stock: 58185

Stock: 58068

[The head of a young woman, hair tied
back, looking left.] 11.
2.

S. D Bella in et fecit. Avec privilege du Roy [Paris,
n.d., c.1641.]
Etching. 115 x 150mm (4½ x 6), with C17th
watermark. One very small wormhole bottom right.
Slight crease top left. Small margins.
£220
From Stefano Della Bella's 'I Principii del Disegno', a
collection of 25 etchings.
De Vesme records two states, first with the imprint of
Pierre Mariette, the second without, as here. However
the British Museum (X,5.376) records 'A note supplied
by Osbert Barnard in the 1970s states that he had never
seen and could find no record of an impression of any
of the states other than the frontispiece which carried
Mariette's name'. Certainly this applies to all the
examples held by the BM. De Vesme 374, state ii of ii,
but see above.
Stock: 58183

3.
[The head of a boy with curly hair, bare
shouldered, looking right.] 12.
S. D Bella in et fecit. Avec privilege du Roy [Paris,
n.d., c.1641.]
Etching. 120 x 155mm (4¾ x 6), with C17th
watermark. Mark middle right. Small margins. One
very small wormhole bottom right.
£220
From Stefano Della Bella's 'I Principii del Disegno', a
collection of 25 etchings.
De Vesme records two states, first with the imprint of
Pierre Mariette, the second without, as here. However
the British Museum (X,5.376) records 'A note supplied
by Osbert Barnard in the 1970s states that he had never
seen and could find no record of an impression of any
of the states other than the frontispiece which carried
Mariette's name'. Certainly this applies to all the
examples held by the BM. De Vesme 375, state ii of ii,
but see above.
Stock: 58184

4.
[The head of a boy with straight hair,
with high collar, looking right.] 13.
S. D Bella in et fecit. Avec privilege du Roy [Paris,
n.d., c.1641.]
Etching. 120 x 155mm (4¾ x 6), with C17th
watermark. One very small wormhole, bottom right, in
unprinted area, crease. Small margins.
£220
From Stefano Della Bella's 'I Principii del Disegno', a
collection of 25 etchings.
De Vesme records two states, first with the imprint of
Pierre Mariette, the second without, as here. However
the British Museum (X,5.376) records 'A note supplied
by Osbert Barnard in the 1970s states that he had never
seen and could find no record of an impression of any
of the states other than the frontispiece which carried

5.
[The head of a bearded old man, looking
right.] 19.
S. D Bella in et fecit. Avec privilege du Roy [Paris,
n.d., c.1641.]
Etching. 120 x 145mm (4¾ x 5¾), with C17th
watermark. Small margins. One very small wormhole
bottom right. Very slight marking near head on left.
£260
From Stefano Della Bella's 'I Principii del Disegno', a
collection of 25 etchings.
De Vesme records two states, first with the imprint of
Pierre Mariette, the second without, as here. However
the British Museum (X,5.376) records 'A note supplied
by Osbert Barnard in the 1970s states that he had never
seen and could find no record of an impression of any
of the states other than the frontispiece which carried
Mariette's name'. Certainly this applies to all the
examples held by the BM. De Vesme 382, state ii of ii,
but see above.
Stock: 58181

6.
[The head of a bearded old man, with
laurel wreath and fur collar, looking left.] 20.
S. D Bella invent et fecit. Avec privilege du Roy
[Paris, n.d., c.1641.]
Etching. 120 x 145mm (4¾ x 5¾), with C17th
watermark. Small margins. One very small wormhole
bottom right.
£350
From Stefano Della Bella's 'I Principii del Disegno', a
collection of 25 etchings.
De Vesme records two states, first with the imprint of
Pierre Mariette, the second without, as here. However
the British Museum (X,5.376) records 'A note supplied
by Osbert Barnard in the 1970s states that he had never
seen and could find no record of an impression of any
of the states other than the frontispiece which carried
Mariette's name'. Certainly this applies to all the
examples held by the BM. De Vesme 383, state ii of ii,
but see above.
Stock: 58182

7.
[The infant John the Baptist.]
Stef de la Bella fecit. Cum privilegio Regis. Mariette
excudit [n.d., c.1641].
Etching. 150 x 120mm (6 x 4¾"), with C17th
watermark. Small margins.
£460
The infant John the Baptist, holding a crossed staff
with banner, a lamb by his side. De Vesme 24, state ii
of iii.
Stock: 58186

Set of twelve numbered engravings, originally stitched
but disbound. Each plate c.180 x 280mm (7 x 11"),
with large margins. Stitch holes in left margin. £480
Dupl. Ref: 31566.
Stock: 58018

10.
La levrette en pal'tot.
[Paris: Imp. Le Taneur, 1881.]
4to pamphlet, paper cover with etched plate, 5 etchings
(of 7?) and frontis. Incomplete.
£140
A pamphet with illustrations to 'La levrette en paletot'
(The Greyhound in an Overcoat), the best known poem
by Auguste de Chatillon (1808-1881).
Stock: 58031

11.
A Literary & Pictorial Record of the
Great Tichborne Case: containing A Complete
History of this cause célèbre, With numerous
Engravings from Sketches and Photographs,
Reprinted from the Graphic and Facsimile
Autographs Of Letters, now published for the
first time. Prince Sixpence.

8.
Montjoye Saint Denis Roy, D'Armes de
France.
S. de la Bella fecit [etched by Della Bella, engraving
by Jean Couvay]. Van Merle [Paris, n.d., c.1650].
Etching with engraving. 165 x 110mm (6½ x 4¼"),
with very large margins. Slight foxing.
£580
A full length portrait of the King of Arms of France in
full costume, with the funeral procession of a French
prince at Saint-Denis in the background. De Vesme 38,
unrecored state after iii of iii.
Stock: 58187

9.
Twelve Views in Middlesex and Essex,
Drawn from Nature. A View near Epping in
Essex. [&] A View near Colchester in Essex.
[&] A Cottage near Harrow, Middlesex. [&] A
View near Brentwood, Essex. [&] A View near
Uxbridge, Middlesex. [&] A View near Staines
Middlesex. [&] A View near Barnett,
Middlesex. [&] A View near Malden, Essex.
[&] A Snow Piece. [&] A Cottage near
Finchley, Middlesex. [&] The Ass Race. [&]
Hop Pickers.
London, Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, No 53 in
Fleet Street, as the Act directs 10 Oct.r 1779.

[Illustrated Newspapers Ltd] 190, Strand. W.C. [1874].
Newspaper supplement, bound in 20th century cloth.
420 x 310mm; pp. 28 (inc. 6pp. ads), numerous woodengravings, two double-page, seven full page. A little
foxing at edges.
£130
A collection of images from The Graphic's coverage of
a series of court cases in which a claimant to the
Tichborne baronetcy first attempted to prove he was
Roger Tichborne, the heir lost at sea in 1854. He had
travelled to London from Australia in 1867, started
legal proceedings with 'Tichborne v. Lushington'
(1871-2), which he lost because he did not have the
tattoos the younger Roger had had, then faced pergury
charges in 'Regina v. Castro' (1873-4), and was
sentenced to two consecutive terms of seven years'
imprisonment.
Published as a supplement to the paper in 1874.
Stock: 58218

12.
Les Femmes d'Aujourd'hui. Nouvelles
Études sur la Toilette. Extraites de La Vie
Parisienne.
En Vente aux Bureaux de La Vie Parisienne. Paris,
1882.
Pamphlet; folio, 390 x 290mm (15¼ x 11½");
illustrated wrappers with publisher's ads, title with
wood-engraved illustrations, 10 folding woodengraved plates. Covers stained, spine distressed, some
plates loose.
£180
A collection of illustrations from 'La Vie Parisienne',
with drawings of women posing artistically in various
stages of undress, with letterpress descriptions.
The magazine ran from 1863 until 1970.
Stock: 58192

13.
Les Femmes d'Aujourd'hui. Nouvelles
Études sur la Toilette. Douze Grandes Series
Extraites de La Vie Parisienne.
En Vente aux Bureaux de La Vie Parisienne. Paris,
1884.
Pamphlet; folio, 390 x 290mm (15¼ x 11½");
illustrated wrappers with publisher's ads, title with
wood-engraved illustrations, 12 folding woodengraved plates. Covers stained, spine distressed, some
plates loose.
£180
A collection of illustrations from 'La Vie Parisienne',
with drawings of women posing artistically in various
stages of undress, with letterpress descriptions.
The magazine ran from 1863 until 1970.
Stock: 58191

17.
Autumnal Sun Set.
Painted by John Constable R.A. Engraved by David
Lucas. London Pub.d by M.r Constable 35, Charlotte
S.t Fitzroy Square 1831.
Fine mezzotint. Plate: 175 x 255mm (7 x 10")), with
very large margins. More mount burn than the others.
£220
A rural landscape at sunset near East Bergholt after an
oil painting by Constable now in the V&A. From about
1829 Constable and Lucas worked together on a series
of mezzotints after sketches and paintings by Constable
called 'Various Subjects of Landscape...' published in
parts between 1830 and 1832. They worked very
closely together with Constable often hand touching up
the prints himself. Wedmore 3. Shirley: 14: I of VI.
Stock: 58194

14.
The Printsellers Association. Plates
declared, 1847 to 1891. [&] The Printsellers
Association. Plates declared , 1892 Et Seq.
London: Printed For The Printsellers Association, 9,
James Street Haymarket, London, S.W. 1892. [&]
1894.
Two 4to books . Each with embossed stamp:
Printsellers Association: ABI. ALZ. Covers worn.
Some foxing and surface dirt. One loose page. £490
Extremely rare and useful reference book. Two index's
of painters and engravers, with the titles of their works.
Provenance: Fores
Stock: 58161

15.
[Rococo frames]
H. Copland Fecit 16 Ap: 1746.
Scarce etching with engraving. Sheet 110 x 145mm
(4¼ x 5¾"). Trimmed within plate, corners snipped.
£160
A rococo design from 'A New Book of Ornaments' by
Matthew Lock and Henry Copland.
Stock: 58222

16.
A Superb Aigrette, The Present of The
Grand Signior to Admiral Lord Nelson, Called
a Chelnigh, or Plume of Triumph...
[n.d., c.1800.]
Engraving. Sheet 165 x 95mm (6½ x 3¾"). Trimmed
and laid on album paper.
£160
A special chelengk, a diamond-encrusted Ottoman
military decoration, presented to Admiral Nelson by
Sultan Selim III in honour of the Battle of the Nile in
1798.
Whether the artist had seen Nelson's chelengk is
doubtful, because it does not match the replica in the
National Maritime Museum (made after the original
was stolen in 1951 and never recovered). Lemuel
Francis Abbott painted Nelson in uniform with the
chelengk in his hat, but again probably had not seen it.
Stock: 58154

18.
Engraved after an Original Picture of
M.r Geo. Smith, in the Posession of M.r Rob.t
Saltonstall
G. Smith of Chicester pinxit. James Peake Sculpsit. T.
Bradford Fleet Street excudit. [n.d., c.1774].
Engraving, plate 410 x 510mm (16¼ x 20), with large
margins. Taped into mount. Some light paper toning
and foxing. Very slightly cockled.
£360
A decorative landscape with river; a young man stands
talking to a seated girl beneath a tree in the left
foreground, at right a cottage outside of which two
boys set off in a boat, a third pushing them out; a figure
on horseback on a path passing more cottages on the
left bank, a castle amongst the woods on hill above, a
bridge beyond and town in the distance with rolling
hills surrounding.
Stock: 58167

19.
The Bridge in Middle Distance. E.P.
Drawn & Etched by J.M.W. Turner Esq.r R.A. P.P.
Engraved by C. Turner. London Published June 10.
1808 by C. Turner, 50 Warren Street, Fitzroy Square.
Mezzotint with etching. 210 x 290mm (8¼ x 11¼"),
with very large margins.
£260
A distant view of Walton Bridge. Plate 13, issued in
Part III of 'Turner's 'Liber Studiorum', which was
published in several parts between 1807 and 1819.
Finberg: 13, state iv of v, with an indistinct sun.
Stock: 58208

20.
[Tuscany]
Percival Gaskell. [n.d., c.1923.]
Aquatint, signed in pencil. 255 x 365mm (10 x 14½"),
with large margins, watermarked 'J Whatman 1923'.
Uncut. Slight marking bottom left.
£160
Figures in the shade of Mediterranean Cypress trees,
with a tower.
Stock: 58037

25.
The Musical Spaniel of Darmstadt.
Craig Del. & Sc. [London: George Henderson, 1840.]
Engraving on steel. Sheet 95 x 130mm (3¾ x 5¼").
Trimmed.
£65
A Water Spaniel called Poodle, trained by its owner to
howl at bad notes in music recitals.
From 'The Ladies' Cabinet of Fashion, Music &
Romance', Volume 3. A copy of the text is included.
Stock: 58045

[Natural History of Monkeys] Storia
Naturale delle Scimie e dei Maki Dissegnata
dal Sig. H. Jacob, ed incisi al Sig. L. Rados...
21.

Torino, Presso i Labraj, Gaetano Balbino, Giuseppe
Pic, Vedova Pomba e figli, e i Fratelli Reycend.
Genova, presso i Libraj, Yves Gravier, e Basso 1816.
Scarce stipple, printed in sepia. 340 x 250mm (13½ x
9¾") very large margins. Foxing.
£260
An engraved titlepage for an important early
monograph on primates, which contained 85 fine
plates. The title is within an architectural frame, on
which two monkeys sit. The entablature lists the names
of important French Naturalists, headed by Buffon.
Stock: 58052

22.
The Five Senses.
Published 1st January 1798, by Laurie & Whittle, 53
Fleet Street, London.
Etching. 200 x 250mm (8 x 9¾").
£160
A satire of the Five Senses. A young couple kiss on a
sofa (tasting); the woman holds a rose (feeling) under
her infant's nose (smelling); the elderly husband
watches round the door (seeing) as a grinning servant
puts his finger to his nose (hearing). BM Satires 9659.
Stock: 58042

23.
My Dogs.
W.M. Craig del. J. Godby sculp. Published June 4th.
1806. by Edw.d Orme, London.
Rare stipple with hand colour. Sheet 275 x 215mm
(10¾ x 8½"). Trimmed within plate.
£260
A Newfoundland towering over a small boy, with three
puppies.

26.
Astronomical Register: Appendix to No
85. The Astronomy of, and Druidical Worship
at Stonehenge. By the Rev. John H. Broome,
Vicar of Houghton.
[n.d., c.1878.]
Extract. small 4vo, 4pp., with wood engraved
illustration 'Original Plan of the Seven Trilithons and
Altar, at Stonehenge'. Stitch holes in text pages, narrow
left margin on illustration.
£140
The author attributes the construction of Stonehenge to
the Phoenicians circa 1000 BC, and writes: 'The
religion they taught, though corrupted truth, was,
perhaps, better than a blind and ignorant worship of
stocks and stones',
Stock: 58228

27.
[Indulgence certificate.]
Romae, ex Tipographia Reverendae Camerae
Apostolicae [n.d., c.1825.]
Certificate, engraving with letterpress, with old ink
mss. dated 1825. 330 x 420mm (13 x 16½"), with
remains of a red wax seal. Narrow margins, some
damage, laid on card at top corners, ink degrading
paper.
£240
An indulgence with a portrait of Leo XII (pope from
1823-9) and views of four churches of Rome, filled in
with the names of twelve members of a family from
Savona (Artengo?).
Stock: 58153

Stock: 58065

To Sir John Shelley Bar.t This Print of
his Celebrated Pointer (Sancho), Is with
permission humbly dedicated by his most
obedient & very humble Serv.t. C.Turner.
24.

Painted by Benj.n Marshall. Engraved by C. Turner.
London, Published March 20, 1808 by C.Random D.B.
at his Sporting Gallery, No 65 Pall Mall, where a
variety of Sporting Subjects are ready for Publication.
Stipple, printed in colours and hand finished. 355 x
505mm (14 x 20"). Framed. Some surface wear in
inscription area. Unexamined out of frame.
£360
A portrait of the pointer Sancho, owned by Sir John
Shelley (1771-1849), an amateur cricket player and
breeder of thoroughbred horses.
Stock: 58023

28.
[Educational game of cities of the world.]
[German, c.1860.]
17 coloured lithographs (of 18), mounted on card as
issued. 140 x 165mm (5½ x 6½"). A few signs of use.
£480
A series of cards, each with five small views of cities,
numbered to 1-80 & 86-90, with their names, their

rivers and population, written in German, French and
English. All but two (80 - Constantinople & 88 - New
York) are European.
Stock: 58058

29.
''A Deep Dream of Peace''. (Leigh Hunt.)
Frank Paton. [signed in pencil]. [London: E.C. Leggatt,
c.1880.]
Etching, signed by the artist. 200 x 265mm (8 x 10½").
£130
A pair of terrier puppies asleep on a carpet with a
ripped-up map of South Africa. The scene is
surrounded by satirical vignettes of soldiers in South
Africa, returning from war and indulging in sports,
including polo, shooting, hunting, racing and coaching.
A Victoria Cross is also illustrated.
Frank Paton (1856-1909) was a successful artist during
his lifetime and could even count Queen Victoria as an
admirer of his work. He is perhaps most widely known
for his series of etched Christmas cards published
annually by Edward Ernest Leggatt from 1880 until
Paton's death in 1909. They were intended to be a cut
above the average Christmas card and sold for half a
guinea each. A number of the prints would be sent
from the printers to be signed in pencil by Paton.
Between 1880-85 the cards did not have a specific title

The Holy Family resting during the Flight into Egypt,
assisted by angels.
The BM states that this state, with streaks in the sky
next to Joseph, is the fourth and last state. It appears in
the Boydell catalogues in 1773 and 1803.
Now in Calke Abbey in Derbyshire, the painting is
now attributed not to Carlo Maratti, but to his pupil
Giuseppe Chiari. See British Museum 1874,0808.1285
for a list of states.
Stock: 58088

33.
[The Compilers of the English Liturgy.]
P. La Vergne Inv. M. V.dr Gucht Scul. [n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving. Sheet 175 x 105mm (8¾ x 4¼"). Trimmed,
closing title at top, key shaved bottom left, laid on
album paper with mss. title.
£50
Thirteen churchmen, including Cranmer and Ridley,
debating around a table, all named under the image.
Stock: 58050

Stock: 58038

30.
[Hogarth] London. 17. Bought of
Ambrose Marshall At the Angel in Cornhill.
[n.d., c.1790]
Engraved bill-head. pt 18th century watermark. 170 x
185mm (6¾ x 7¼"). Trimmed close to plate, hole in
vignette, small margins, paper patch stuck in unprinted
area. Damaged.
£290
A bill-head decorated with a figure of an angel, based
on a trade card designed by William Hogarth in 1735.
The '17' in the title would be the first two digits of the
year of use. See Paulson 23 & 24.
Stock: 57819

31.
[Fighting dragons.]
P. J. Loutherbourg del. J. Landseer fecit Engraver to
the King & F.S.A. [Published Nov.r 5, 1815 by T
Cadell & W Davies.]
Proof etching on chine collé. Printed area 190 x
220mm (7½ x 8¾"). Some staining on right.
£160
A pair of fighting dragons. The plate was used as a
head-piece to 'The rest of the chapters of the book of
Esther', in Macklin's Bible. This proof impression does
not have the publication line.
Stock: 58071

32.
[The Flight into Egypt] Cum in Orbem
inducit Primogenitum, dicit, adorent eum
omnes Angeli Dei. Epist. ad Hebr. cap I.V.6.
J. Smith fec 1707. ex Tabula Car. Maratti, alta 25
pollices & dimid 20 pol. in Musæ Ri Graham Arm
Londini. [London: John Boydell, c.1773?]
Mezzotint, fine impression; 395 x 280mm (15½ x 11")
very large margins. Slight loss of print bottom left
corner of inscription area.
£180

[The Grand Jubilee] Jubilee in St
James's Park. The Chinese Bridge and Pagoda
with the Tents in St James's Park. This view
represents the Bridge and Pagoda over the
Canal and other scenes of Festivity in honor of
Peace, on August 1 1814.
34.

Published, Sep.t 16 1814 by J. Pitts, No 14 Great St
Andrew, Street, Seven Dial.
Etching. 250 x 320mm (9¾ x 12½"), very large
margins. Small hole in image, a little creasing. £480
All popular prints in good condition are rare. A view of
an ornamental bridge over the lake in St James's Park,
with refreshment tents and pleasureboats. Above
Buckingham Palace in the background is a hot air
balloon piloted by James Sadler (1753-1828, the first
English balloonist).
The scene is idyllic, with no mention of the the pagoda
being set alight by fireworks, killing one and injuring
another or Sadler's emergency landing! See Ref 58193
for a different depiction. From the Collection of
Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of
"Astra Castra"
Stock: 58179

An oval portrait of Lucretia asleep, prior to the rape
that brought down the Roman monarchy.
Stock: 58069

35.
[The Grand Jubilee] Jubilee Fair. This
Fair and Naumachy or Sham Sea Fight in
Hyde Park was in Honour of Peace. This
Jubilee on Aug.t 1. 1814 was to Celebrate the
return of Peace and the Centenary of the reign
of the Illustrious House of Brunswick and to
commemorate the glorious battle of the nile.
Published, Sep.t 10 1814 by J. Pitts, No 14 Great St
Andrew, Street, Seven Dials.
Etching. 375 x 470mm (14¾ x 18½"). Damge to upper
margin, laid on card.
£850
All popular prints are very rare in good condition. This
illustrating a recreation of the Battle of the Nile, one of
three mock naval battles on the Serpentine in Hyde
Park (the others being 'Trafalgar' one against the
Americans, a reminder that Britain was still fighting
the War of 1812). The battle is show surrounded by
revellers in the refreshment tents, with other
amusements including orchestras and harlequin
clowns. In the top left are the frames of the firework
display due to be set off at 11 o'clock that night.
The battles were successful events. Numerous
Grimaldi are depicted. See Ref: 58179 for different
view.
Stock: 58193

36.
Magna Carta. Regis Johannis. A.D.
M.CCXV. Ex Orig. in Archiv. Eccl. Cathed.
Lincoln.
James Basire Sculp. [n.d., c.1800.]
Engraving. 470 x 505mm (18½ x 20"). Trimmed,
stained, original folds, old ink mss. on reverse. £180
A facsimile of the Magna Carta, from the example held
in Lincoln Cathedral, probably engraved for the
Society of Antiquaries.
Basire engraved another example of the Magna Carta
for Hansard's 'Report on the Public Records of the
Kingdom, Appendix'.
Stock: 58093

37.
Lucrece.
Engraved by W. Dickinson. London. Published Jan.y
1st 1780 by Watson & Dickinson No 158. New Bond
Street.
Stipple, printed in sepia. 230 x 250mm (9 x 10").
Repaired tear entering plate at top right.
£260

38.
Tarquin & Lucretia.
W De Rÿck pinx. J. Smith fec.t. [n.d., c.1688.]
Scarce mezzotint. 265 x 340mm (10½ x 13½").
Trimmed to plate at bottom, narrow margins
elsewhere, repairs to bottom right corner of plate with
mss fill.
£240
The Rape of Lucretia, with Tarquin kneeling above a
naked Lucretia, knife in hand.
According to Roman tradition the Rape of Lucretia
precipitated a rebellion that overthrew the Roman
monarchy and led to the transition of Roman
government from a kingdom to a republic.
Stock: 58106

39.
Tricoteuse Hollandoise. Dédié à
Monsieur Eberts, Banquier [...]
Peint par F. Mieris. Gravée par J.G. Wille, Graveur du
Roi. A Paris chés l'Auteur Quay des Augustines à côté
de l'Hôtel d'Auvergne.
Etching with engraving, 18th century watermark. 405 x
290mm (15¾ x 11½"), large margins.
£260
A Dutch woman knitting, seen through a window.
Stock: 58089

40.
Julia.
Emma Crews De. C. White sc.t. London Pub. 20 Jan.y
1787. Sold at Tobe and Mrs Vivares[***]
Stipple, printed in colours and hand finished. Sheet 235
x 175mm (9¼ x 7"). Trimmed within plate, inscription
line unclear.
£140
A sorceress whispers in young Julia's ear.
Emma Crewe (active c.1780 - 1818) was a 'gifted
amateur artist' who painted the frontispiece to Erasmus
Darwin's 'The Loves of the Plants'. She also provided
designs for Josiah Wedgewood's studio, used for
cameos and plaques.
Stock: 58220

41.
[Jenny Jones] Edward Morgan. And
we'll live on our cheese and our ale in
contentment, / And long through our dear
native vallies will rove; For indeed in our
hearts we both love that Llangollen, And sweet
Jenny Morgan, with truth will I love.
E. Walker Lith. J.C. Rowland del.t. Day & Son Lith.rs
to the Queen. Published by T. Catherall, Eastgate Row,
Chester.
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 375 x 280mm (14¾ x 11").
Dusty.
£160
An illustration to the Welsh ballad 'Jenny Jones':
Edward Morgan, a sailor, has returned home to marry.
He stands at a table, raising a mug.
The Stafforshire Pottery made figures of both Jenny
Jones and Edward Morgan.
Stock: 58087

42.
[Venus sitting in a shell.]
[engraved by John Clarke after Francesco Bartolozzi.]
Circular stipple, with etched frame-like border. 380 x
330mm (15 x 13") very large margins on 3 sides.
Trimmed within plate at bottom. Slight creasing. £260
Venus sitting in a shell, pushed by nymphs and a sea
monster.
The image was originally published by John Clarke in
1790; the border is a later addition.

ambition to occupy 575,000 square km of enemy
territory.
Stock: 58013

Stock: 58072

43.
Boys and Dogs. The Original Picture in
the Collection of the Hon.ble M.r Tollemache,
to whom this Plate is most respectfully
inscribed by His much obliged and obedient
Servant, B.B. Evans.
T. Gainsborough R.A. Pinx.t. Hen.y Birche Sculp.t.
Publish'd Sep.r 1, 1791 by B.B. Evans, Poultry
London.
Mezzotint. 585 x 390mm (23 x 15¼") very large
margins.
£380
Two dogs fighting in a sheep field. One boy has a stick
raised to stop the fight, but another restrains him, eager
for the fight to continue.
Thomas Gainsborough's 1783 painting 'Two Shepherd
Boys with Dogs Fighting' (now at Kenwood House)
was inspired by William Hogarth's 'Four Stages of
Cruelty'. The scene is presented as a grand anti-pastoral
with the boys contravening morality both in neglecting
their flocks and encouraging their dogs to fight.
Stock: 58151

44.
[Pair of German propaganda maps from
the First World War] Wiedergabe einer in
Paris erschienenen vielverbreiteten feindlichen
Aufteilungskarte mit wortgetreuer
Übersetzung der Erläuterungen, die das
Original einrahmen, betitelt: ''Das Europa der
Zukunft wie es die Alliierten durchsetzen
müssen, um den ewigen Frieden in Europa zu
sichern'' - Zerstückelung von Deutschland und
Österreich-Ungarn - Zerfall von Preußen Wiederherstellung von Polen. [&] Gegenstück
zu dem ''Europa der Zukunft'' im Hirne der
Alliierten. Das heutige Europa nach der
Kriegskarte, wie sie die verbündeten Heere der
Mittelmächte gestaltet haben. Antwort und
Faustpfand gegen feindliche Eroberungs- und
Vernichtungspläne - 575000 qkm feindlichen
Gebietes besetzt.
[Berlin: Max Pasch, 1917.]
Pair of tinted lithographic maps. 415 x 535mm (16¼ x
21"). Edges frayed, folds, spotting.
£450
Scarce pair of propaganda maps of central Europe,
published in a pamphlet 'Wenn sie siegten' (If They
Won...') by Max Pasch. The first, ''Das Europa der
Zukunft'' (The Europe of Tomorrow), proports to show
Europe according to a French Professor Magda, with
the Allied plans to break up Germany and AustriaHungary into smaller states. The second, ''Das heutige
Europa'' (The Europe of Today), shows the German

45.
The Pictorial Missionary Map of the
World.
Drawn by John Gilbert. Engraved and Printed by
Edmund Evans. London: James Nisbet & Co., 21,
Berniers Street [n.d., c.1850], - Prince one Penny, or
7s. per 100, plain; Twopence, or 14s. per 100.
Coloured.
Scarce colour-printed wood-engraved map. Sheet 510
x 760mm (20 x 30"). Edges chipped and torn, splits in
folds.
£950
A double-hemisphere map, colour-coded to depict
parts of the world as 'Protestant', 'Roman Catholic',
'Greek Church', Mahometan', 'Decayed Christian
Churches' (Ethiopia) and 'Heathen'. Scenes in the
borders denigrate 'heathen' religions, depicting Sati
(Suttee) for 'Cruelty of Hindoo Dolatory' and 'Cruelty
of Budhism.-- Infant-burying in China'. Top left two
scenes compare druids burning human sacrifices in
Stonehenge (with a Straw Man) to 'England under the
Gospel'. Other scenes depict Maori war canoes, slaves,
'Liberated Negroes in Sierra Leone and missionaries
preaching. Depicts most of Australia, New Zealand
and Americas as "Heathens" and American Indians
before and after conversion.
Stock: 58204

46.
[Commodore Anson's camp on Juan
Fernandez] De Commandeur opt Eyland Juan
Fernando.
[n.d., c.1750.]
Engraving, 18th century watermark. Sheet 160 x
200mm (6¼ x 8"). Trimmed and mounted in album
paper.
£160
Commodore George Anson's crew making camp on an
island off the coast of Chile.
A Dutch copy of an illustration in Anson's 'An
Authentic and Genuine Journal of Commodore Anson's
Expedition, containing an exact account of the several
transactions that happen'd', original published 1744.]
Stock: 58230

47.
The Conquerors of the Sea. The Words
by John Fuffman. _ Tune, Russel's Triumph.
Price Six Pence. Entd at Sta[tioners Hall.]
Sold by John Luffman, No 377, Strand, London [n.d.,
c.1805].

Scarce & rare etching. Sheet 215 x 110mm (8½ x 4¼").
Trimmed, losing some of the inscription. small tag of
paper stuck over text, remains of album paper on
reverse.
£320
A verse celebrating Britain's naval heroes, penned by
John Luffman, a publisher known for his anti-French
works. The sheet is decorated with a vignette of the
stern of Nelson's 'Victory' with an anchor and a wreath
with leaves bearing the names of the heroes.
We have dated this print from the mention of the Battle
of Trafalgar in 1805.
Stock: 58199

crewmen took a cutter and headed south to the Strait of
Magellan, leaving Cheap and twenty men behind,
expecting them to die, which all but four did. Survivors
of both groups managed to return to England, and their
stories caused a sensation.
A Dutch copy of 'A Representation of Cap.t Cheap,
Commander of the ship Wager, Shooting Mr. Cozens
his Midshipman; with the Crew building their Huts
after the Ship was Cast away on a desolate island on
the coast of Patagonia', originally published in 'A
voyage to the South-seas, and to many other parts of
the world, from 1740 to 1744, by an officer of the
fleet', 1745.
Stock: 58229

50.
Off Penzance [pencil]
J Lewis Stant [pencil] [n.d., c.1950.]
Etching, printed in colours and hand finished, proof,
titled and signed in pencil by the artist. 190 x 300mm
(7½ x 11¾"), very large margins; on hand-made paper,
'Rembrandt Guild' blind stamp.
£160
A sailing ship, off Cornwall.
John Lewis Stant (1905-64), born in Dudley,
Staffordshire, settled in St Ives, Cornwall, in 1935.
Stock: 58079

48.
Ever Memorable Battle Off Cape
Trafalgar: 21 October 1805.
Published 12th Dec.r 1805 by Robert Laurie and James
Whittle, No. 53, Fleet Street, London.
Scarce coloured etching with aquatint. 300 x 440mm
(11¾ x 17¼"). Trimmed into plate at bottom, losing
letterpress description, old repair on right platemark,
slight mount burn.
£490
A broadsheet plan of the Battle of Trafalgar, published
less than two months after the event, showing the two
columns of Royal Navy ships charging into the side of
the French line, with a vignette scene of Admiral
Nelson collapsing on the quarterdeck of H.M.S.
Victory, having been hit by a French musket ball.
Above is a sketch map illustrating the position of the
battle against the coasts of Spain and Africa. Inserted
between the British columns is a vignette
This print would have been published with a letterpress
text underneath. However broadsheets such as these,
being sold in bookshops & stationers like newspapers,
were issued as loose sheets and so were difficult to
store safely. Thus surviving examples are rare and
often damaged.
Stock: 58205

49.
[The Wager Mutiny: Captain Cheap
shooting Midshipman Cozens] Kaptein Cheap,
schietende den schieman Cozens...
[n.d., c.1750.]
Rare etching, 170 x 250mm (6¾ x 9¾"). Folds and
stains.
£220
David Cheap was captain of HMS Wager, one of
Admiral Anson's fleet on his voyage around the world.
However the ship lost contact during storms rounding
Cape Horn and ran aground off the Pacific coast of
Patagonia. Stranded, Cheap lost control of the crew and
during an altercation shot Cozens in the face without
warning, after which he took ten days to die. Eighty

51.
The Fire King Steam Ship. Burthen 600
Tons _ 150 Horse Power _ Robert Ewing
Commander _ getting under weigh off
Liverpool. To the Chairman and Directors of
the Ardrossan and Liverpool Steam Packet
Company, This Print of their Spelndid and
Powerful Vessel is Respectfully Dedicated by
their Obedient Servant, Samuel Walters.
Painted by Samuel Walters. Fairland, lith. 45 St John's
Squ.e London. Published by S. Walters, 99 Mill
Streetm & Mr Aylward, Lord Street, Liverpoolm &
Ackermann & Co. London [n.d., c.1839].
Scarce tinted lithograph with hand colour. Printed area
310 x 400mm (12¼ x 15¾") very large margins. £480
A paddlesteamer, built in 1839 as a pleasure yacht for
Thomas Assheton Smith, with engines by Robert
Napier. In 1840 it was converted for passengers and
served the Ardrossan-Liverpool route, a 13 hour
journey, with departures coinciding with mail train
arrivals from Glasgow and London. In 1847 it was sold
out of the British register.
Stock: 57870

52.
[Diagram of a British warship.]
[n.d., 18th century.]
Coloured engraving. Sheet 310 x 360mm (12¼ x
14¼"). Trimmed within plate top and bottom, original
binding folds.
£320
A British warship with three decks of cannon, the
rigging numbered for a key (not present).

Oval bust portrait of a young Napoleon wearing an
embroidered jacket, published shortly after he seized
power in the coup of 18 Brumaire (10th November
1799).
According to the BM the print was deposited on 19
April 1800. BM: 1850,0211.125.
Stock: 58102

Stock: 58030

[Set of four whaling prints.] A Ships Boat
Attacking a Whale. [&] Boats Approaching a
Whale. [&] A Whale Brought Along-Side a
Ship. [&] Shooting the Harpoon an a Whale.
53.

J.H. Clark del. Dubourg sculp.t. Published & Sold
March 1t 1813 by Edw.d Orme, Bond St, London.
Four aquatints with fine hand colour. 185 x 235mm
(7¼ x 9¼"), with large margins. With 9pp letterpress
describing the plates.
£450
From 'Foreign Field Sports, Fisheries, Sporting,
Anecdotes, &c.' by Samuel Howitt.
Stock: 58022

54.
[Keyplate] Chelsea Pensioners reading
the Gazette of the Battle of Waterloo.
[after David Wilkie, R.A.] J. Moyes, Castle Street,
Leicester Square. [London; Moon, Boys, & Graves,
c.1831.]
Rare letterpress broadside with woodcut vignette.
Sheet 880 x 570mm (34½ x 22½"). Creases and tears.
£260
The keyplate to Sir David Wilkie's painting of a group
of Chelsea pensioners sitting round a wooden table
outside the Duke of York inn, with one reading aloud
the news of Waterloo, highlighting 16 points of interest
including variant uniforms of the old soldiers. Below
is an extensive list of subscribers, noting whether they
bought proofs or prints, including Wilkie himself, the
Duke of Wellington (to whom the print was dedicated)
and F.G. Moon, one of the publishers. See: 36975 for
keyplate & Ref: 32632 for print.
Stock: 58217

56.
Young Cuckoo in Hedge Sparrows Nest.
[n.d., c.1830's.]
Watercolour. Sheet 200 x 160mm (8 x 6¼"). Unique.
£190
A cuckoo outgrows its housemates.
Stock: 58231

57.
[French Partridge.]
C. Whymper. London, Published 1901 by I.P.
Mendoza Limited, St James's Gallery 4a King St St
James's SW. Copyright registered. Printed in Munich.
Photogravure, printed on chine collé, signed in pencil
by the artist. 215 x 285mm (8½ x 15¼"). Small stain in
right margin.
£160
A pair of French Partridge (or Red-Legged Partridge)
in a mating ritual.
Charles Whymper (1853-1941), a prolific book
illustrator specializing in travel, animal, and hunting
themes. He contributed to The Illustrated London
News, Good Words, and The English Illustrated
Magazine.
Stock: 58053

58.
[Grey Partridge.]
C. Whymper. London, Published 1901 by I.P.
Mendoza Limited, St James's Gallery 4a King St St
James's SW. Copyright registered. Printed in Munich.
Photogravure, printed on chine collé, signed in pencil
by the artist. 215 x 285mm (8½ x 15¼"). Restored
wormholes.
£180
A covey of Grey Partridges.
Charles Whymper (1853-1941), a prolific book
illustrator specializing in travel, animal, and hunting
themes. He contributed to The Illustrated London
News, Good Words, and The English Illustrated
Magazine.
Stock: 58054

55.
N. Bonaparte 1er Consul de la
République Française.
Peint par Bacler Dalbe. Gravé par Mercoli fils. Déposé
à la Bibliothèque Nationale. Se vend à Paris chez
Bacler Dalbe Ingenieur Géographe rue des Moulins
No.542 au coin de la rue Thérèse [n.d., 1800].
Rare stipple. Sheet 510 x 395mm (20 x 15¼").
Trimmed to plate, some creasing and restoration. £480

59.
[Grey Partridge.]
C. Whymper. London, Published 1901 by I.P.
Mendoza Limited, St James's Gallery 4a King St St
James's SW. Copyright registered. Printed in Munich.
Photogravure, printed on chine collé. 230 x 235mm (9
x 9¼"). Restored worm holes in margins.
£95
A Grey Partridge hen and her chicks.
Charles Whymper (1853-1941), a prolific book
illustrator specializing in travel, animal, and hunting
themes. He contributed to The Illustrated London
News, Good Words, and The English Illustrated
Magazine.
Stock: 58055

produced a series of lithographed satirical designs of
tradesmen composed of the objects of their profession.
See Ref: 58213, 58214, 58215 & 58216.
Stock: 58212

63.
The Fruitier.
G. Spratt, del. Printed by G.E. Madeley., Wellington
St. Strand. Pub.d by C. Tilt, Fleet Street [n.d., c.1830].
Hand-coloured lithograph. Sheet: 270 x 215mm (10¾ x
8½"). Pencil annotation 'Miss Melon' under title. £280
An assemblage portrait, with a woman's face and a
body and dress created from fruits, including a melon
slice and grapes for her skirt and strawberries and
cherries and a hat. Glasshouses can be seen in the
background.
George Spratt, an English artist, and George E.
Madeley, an English engraver and printmaker,
produced a series of lithographed satirical designs of
tradesmen composed of the objects of their profession.
See Ref: 58213, 58214, 58216 & 58212.
Stock: 58215

60.
The Botanist.
G. Spratt, del. Printed by G.E. Madeley., Wellington
St. Strand. Published by C. Tilt. Fleet St.t Jan.y 1830.
Very fine hand-coloured lithograph. Sheet: 270 x
215mm (10¾ x 8½"). Some creasing above image.
£280
An assemblage portrait, with a woman's face and a
body created from flowers, with a tulip forming her
skirt.
George Spratt, an English artist, and George E.
Madeley, an English engraver and printmaker,
produced a series of lithographed satirical designs of
tradesmen composed of the objects of their profession.
Stock: 58213

61.
Crockery.
G. Spratt del. Printed by G.E. Madeley, Wellington St.
Pub.d by C. Tilt, Fleet Street [n.d., c.1830].
Hand-coloured lithograph. Sheet: 270 x 215mm (10¾ x
8½"). Some spotting to edges.
£280
An assemblage portrait showing a woman made up of
pottery, including plates, jugs, bowls, sauce boats and
jugs. In the background are smoking kiln chimneys.
George Spratt, an English artist, and George E.
Madeley, an English engraver and printmaker,
produced a series of lithographed satirical designs of
tradesmen composed of the objects of their profession.
Stock: 58216

62.
The Entomologist.
G. Spratt, del. Printed by G.E. Madeley. Published by
C. Tilt, Fleet Street, Jan.y 1830.
Very fine hand-coloured lithograph. Sheet: 270 x
215mm (10¾ x 8½").
£280
A full-length figure of an entomologist with a human
face but a body constructed with insects. His arms are
caterpillars, his torso moths, his hair and feet beetles,
with a hat made of a grasshopper and dragonfly.
George Spratt, an English artist, and George E.
Madeley, an English engraver and printmaker,

64.
The Greengrocer.
G. Spratt del. Printed by G.E. Madeley, Wellington St.
Pub.d by C. Tilt, Fleet Street [n.d., c.1830].
Hand-coloured lithograph. Sheet: 270 x 215mm (10¾ x
8½"). Some spotting and stains.
£180
An assemblage portrait showing a greengrocer formed
of his produce, including a red cabbage for a body,
greenhouses in the background.
George Spratt, an English artist, and George E.
Madeley, an English engraver and printmaker,
produced a series of lithographed satirical designs of
tradesmen composed of the objects of their profession.
Stock: 58214

65.
A Watch-Paper for Antiquaries. This
whimsical device is the representation of
curious Key Stone in Chichester Cathedral...
April 24, 1809. Drawn and Engraved by King Drawing
Master Chichester, of whom may be had Two Prints
done by him from the historical paintings in the
Cathedral.
Rare etching. 90 x 65mm (3½ x 2½").
£260
A circular key stone with six faces, each sharing their
eyes with the face to the left and right.
By Thomas Aylward King (1775-1845), an artist and
engraver of Chichester.
Stock: 58221

66.
The Spirit of the King at the Standard of
Reform. In this Print may be traced a full
length Figure of the King & Profiles of Lord's
Brougham & Gray.
E. Lake lith: 5, Sherbourn Lane, Lombard St. [n.d.,
c.1830.]
Lithograph. Sheet size: 155 x 220mm (6¼ x 8½").
£180
A very rare and unusual reverse silhouette 'shadow
portrait' of Grey and Lord Brougham & the King in
profile, to the right, looking out to sea. See Ref: 35779.
Stock: 58224

67.
Tho.s Frognall Dibdin D.D. Price 3/6.
George Richmond pinx.t. Lowes Dickinson lithog.
Printed by C. Hullmandel. London Published by J.
Dickinson, 114 Bond S.t 1,st May 1840.
Lithograph on chine collé, on printed backing sheet.
Printed area 330 x 230mm (13 x 9"). Some scuffing
and creasing.
£160
Thomas Frognall Dibdin (1776-1847), bibliographer
who formed the Roxburghe Club in 1812. Each of the
club's members was expected to produce a reprint of a
rare work of English literature.
Stock: 58103

68.
[Voltaire.] Dedié à Belle et Bonne fille
adoptive de Voltaire.
Peint par Garnerey. Gravé par P.M. Alix. [n.d., 1791 or
1803.]
Aquatint, printed in colours, very fine impression.
Sheet 185 x 230mm (11¼ x 9"). Trimmed, corners
snipped, some abrasion around letters.
£280
An oval bust portrait of the philosopher Voltaire
wearing a wig and blue jacket with a fur collar. From
the series of portraits 'Collection des Grands Hommes'.
Stock: 58064

70.
Pierre Paul Rubens. Naquit a cologne
l'an 1577...mourut a Anvers en 1640, age de 63,
ans.
Van Dyck pinxit. I.M. Nattier delin. J. Audran Scul
1710. Se vend a Paris chez G. Duchange Graveur du
Roy rue St. Jacques au dessus de la rue des Mathurins.
Avec Privilege.
Engraving. 505 x 355mm (19¾ x 14"). Repaired tears.
Small margins. Taped into mount along top edge.
£190
Petrus Paulus Rubens (1577 - 1640), Flemish baroque
painter, in an oval decorated with wings and fruit and
flowers, a coat of arms below. Frontispiece to a series
of twenty-five engravings after Rubens 'La Gallerie du
Palais du Luxembourg'.
Stock: 58034

71.
[Richard Wilson, Esq:r Landscape
Painter. From an Original Portrait by Mengs
Painted at Rome 1752.]
Raphael Antonio Mengs Pinx.t. WBromley Sculpsit
1789. [Published by J. Sewell Cornhill 1 Feb.y 1790.]
Stipple with etching, scratched letter proof before title.
In ink [signature] D Dodd [?] verso; Sheet 190 x
125mm (7½ x 5"). Trimmed to plate and mounted in
album paper.
£85
Richard Wilson (1714-1782), the Welsh landscape
painter, a founding member of the Royal Academy in
1768. Ex: Norman Blackburn Collection.
Stock: 58094

72.
Anna Bolœnia Henrici VIII Angliæ
Franciæ et Hiberniæ Regis Coniux. The Most
Excellent Princesse Anne Boleyn wife to King
Henry the VIII and mother to the most
renowned Queen Elizabeth of famous memorie
of Englande, France and Irelande Queene. She
departed this lyffe in the yeare of our Lord
God 1535.

69.
Petrus Lely. Pictor Caroli II Magna
Brittannia Regis.
P: Lelÿ delin. A: de Jode Sculp. R. Thomson Excud
[n.d., c.1666].
Scarce & fine engraving, 17th century watermark. 360
x 280mm (14¼ x 11). Trimmed to the plate, small tear
taped.
£340
Sir Peter Lely (1618 - 1680), portrait painter and
Principal Painter to Charles II. Born of Dutch parents,
he trained in Haarlem, came to London in the 1640s
and quickly established a reputation as a portraitist,
becoming easily the most fashionable painter of his
time. He formed a celebrated collection of paintings
and drawings and was well known for his high living.
Stock: 57868

R. Elstrack sculpsit. Are to be sold by Compton
Holland over against thexchange [n.d., 1618.] Bit
later.
Engraving. Sheet 180 x 115mm (7 x 4½"). Trimmed to
printed border, laid on album paper with watermark
1835.
£130
Oval portrait of Anne Boleyn (c.1501-36) from
'Baziliologia, A Booke of Kings, being the true and
lively effigies of all our English kings from the
Conquest untill this present' See BM L,77.1 for an
extensive description of the 'Bazilogia'.
Stock: 58143

73.
[King James I, Anne of Denmark and
Prince Charles as Prince of Wales.]
[by Simon van der Pass.] [n.d., c.1616.]
Engraving. Oval, sheet 60 x 50mm (2½ x 2") Trimmed
to plate.
£220
A triple portrait of James I, his wife and second son,
printed from a silver medal by Simon van der Passe
commemorating Charles being made Prince of Wales
(after his elder brother Henry died in 1612). BM:
1868,0822.2403; see BM 1872,0401.1 for the medal.
Stock: 58142

74.
Christening of the Princess Royal, Feb.ry
10 1841.
Published by H.y Baker, 36 King St. Drury Lane,
London.
Engraving on porcelain card. 145 x 180mm (5¾ x 7").
£85
A stylised scene of the baptism of Queen Victoria's
first child, held in the Throne Room of Buckingham
Palace, with two beefeaters.
Stock: 58155

75.
Omphale Queen of Lydia.
John Boydell exc.t 1782. Publish'd Oct.r 25th by John
Boydell, Engraver, in Cheapside London.
Stipple. 280 x 210mm (11 x 8¼"). Thread margins,
some staining & creasing.
£130
Oval portrait of Omphale, queen of Lydia, best known
as the mistress of the hero Heracles during a year of
required servitude. She is depicted holding his olivewood club and wearing the head of the Nemean lion as
a headress.
Stock: 58070

77.
Mr [Henry] Fauntleroy.
Rare lithograph, watermark 1822. Sheet 335 x 240mm
(13¼ x 9½"). Loss to the bottom of title.
£180
A full-length portrait of banker and forger Henry
Fauntleroy (1784-1824) who was one of the last
criminals executed for the crime of forgery.
Stock: 58085

Societatis Iesu Sacerdos R.P. Gulielmus
Irlandus. fidei odio suspensus et dissectus Ad
Tybourn prope Londinium 24. Januar. 1678.
3. febr: 1679.
78.

[n.d., c.1805.]
Engraving. 145 x 100mm (5¾ x 4"). Glue stains, old
ink mss in lower margin.
£70
Portrait of Jesuit priest William Ireland (1636-79),
depicted with a noose around his neck and a knife
embedded in his chest. He was executed during the
reign of Charles II for participating in the 'Popish Plot'
against the king.
The remains of the original publication line, 'Publish'd
Au. 10. 1805 by W. Richardson York House Strand',
can be seen under the image.
Stock: 58075

76.
William Dove. as he appeared during his
trial at the York Assizes, July 19th 1856.
[n.d., c.1856.]
Rare lithograph. Sheet 360 x 260mm (14¼ x 10¼").
Some creasing.
£160
Half length portrait in profile of William Dove, a
tenant farmer, while on trial for poisoning his wife.
Dove (1828-56) was deeply disturbed: as a child he
had tortured cats, chased his sisters with a red-hot
poker and was kicked out of school for bringing a gun.
Falling under the influence of Henry Harrison, a
charlatan fortune-teller, he was told he would marry a
woman with 'auburn hair, light complexion and a good
fortune'. Believing this was a neighbour, he decided to
kill his existing wife with strychnine so that he could
follow his destiny. Ending up on trial, he wrote a letter
to the devil in his own blood, asking for help. Although
being clearly insane, he was found guilty and sent to
the gallows: his execution was watched by an
estimated crowd of 10,000.
Stock: 58082

79.
James M.cKean at the Bar Edin.r.
IK [John Kay] Dec.r 12 1796. [Edinburgh: Hugh
Paton, 1842.]
Stipple with etching. 110 x 160mm (4¼ x 6¼"). £65
Edinburgh shoemaker James McKean in the dock,
flanked by uniformed guards with daggers drawn. He
was convicted of the murder of James Buchanan, a
Lanark to Glasgow courier, in order to rob him of the
£118 he was carrying. When he was arrested he
admitted his guilt, returning the money. He was hanged
in 1796.
John Kay (1742-1826), an Edinburgh Barber-Surgeon,
published a caricature of Laird Robertson in 1784,
which was so successful that he abandoned his former
profession and opened a print shop in Parliament Close
before moving to the Royal Mile. His shop was
destroyed in Great Edinburgh Fire of November 1824;
he died two years later.
This example comes from 'A series of original portraits
and caricature etchings by the late John Kay, with
biographical sketches and illustrative anecdotes', using
plates collected by Hugh Paton.
Stock: 58048

80.
[The Spa Fields Rioters] Watson,
Thistlewood, Preston, Hooper.
Scharf Pinx.t. Holl Sculp.t. [London Published 7 July
1817 by G. Scharf Miniature Painter No. 3 St. Martins
Lane Charing Cross.]
Stipple engraving. Sheet 115 x 195mm (4½ x 7¾").
Trimmed within plate, losing publication line. Slight
central crease.
£95
Sympathetic portraits of the Spa Fields Rioters, on trial
for High Treason: John Hooper, Thomas Preston,
Arthur Thistlewood (1770-1820) and James Watson.
On 2nd December 1816, the 'Society of Spencean
Philanthropists' organised a mass meeting at Spa
Fields, Islington. After eighty police officers dispersed

the meeting, the four leaders of the Spenceans were
arrested and charged with high treason. After James
Watson was acquitted they were all released. However
the group now disagreed about the future strategy of
the group: Arthur Thistlewood was convinced a
successful violent revolution was possible and, joining
the Cato Street Conspiracy in 1820, was convicted of
treason, hung and beheaded.
Stock: 58077

81.
Jno. Thurtell. Jos. Hunt. W.m Probert.
[Knight & Lacey, Publishers, 24, Paternoster Row.]
Stipple with etching. Sheet 115 x 195mm (4½ x 7¾").
Trimmed within plate, losing publication line. Slight
creasing on left.
£95
A portrait of John Thurtell (1794-1824) and his two
friends, Joseph Hunt and William Probert, on trial for
the murder of solicitor William Weare.
Thurtell, a Royal Marine officer, amateur boxer and
promoter, owed Weare a £300 gambling debt. Rather
than pay he invited him for a weekend of gambling
and, on the journey in his gig, first shot Weare in the
face, then slit his throat and finally bashed his brains
out with his pistol. Such was the publicity of the trial
that Madame Tussauds exhibited a waxwork of
Thurtell for 150 years after his execution.
Stock: 58078

85.
The Passion Flower.
Tho.s Harper pinx.t. J.P. Quilley sculp.t. London,
Published May 1st 1830 by Tho.s McLean, 26,
Haymarket.
Aquatint, printed in colours, watermark J. Whatman
1830. 300 x 240mm (11¾ x 9½"), large margins. £240
A bare-breasted woman leaning on a rock in which a
passion flower grows. See also Refs: 54181 & 54056
Stock: 58063

82.
Agricolteur. No 389.
M. Benedetti delin.t. A. Ragona sculp.t. [n.d., c.1790.]
Rare etching with engraving, 18th century watermark.
300 x 210mm (11¾ x 8¼"), on wove paper with large
margins. Crease in margin.
£160
A bare-footed farm labourer with axe and spade on his
shoulder. One of a set of four, with 'Jardiniere',
'Pasteur' & 'Peuchese'.
Stock: 58086

83.
[The Moss Rose.]
[Tho.s Harper pinx.t. J.P. Quilley sculp.t.] [London,
Published Feb.y 20, 1830, by Tho.s M.cLean, 26,
Haymarket.]
Mezzotint. Sheet 205 x 175mm (8 x 7"). Trimmed to
image, a few spots.
£85
A woman's head in the centre of a rose flower, a
butterfly settled on her head, one of a series of prints
after Thomas Harper (1817-43, fl.), in which women
are combined with flowers, comets, eclipses, etc. See:
Ref 54181
Stock: 58059

84.
[A Mist]
[Drawn by T. Harper Esq.r. Engraved by G. Maile.]
London, Published June 1st. 1821, by J. Brooker, 5,
Southampton Row, Russell Square.]
Mezzotint and engraving, printed in colours and hand
finished. Sheet 210 x 155mm (8¼ x 6"). Trimmed into
image, losing all lettering. Creasing.
£130
The head and shoulders of a naked woman,
shimmering above the sea, a gauzy shawl fluttering
around her head. See Ref: 54180
Stock: 58060

86.
A Woman Sadne.
Susana Jones inv.t. [n.d., c.1790.]
Stipple, printed in sepia. 120 x 90mm (5¾ x 3½"), with
large margins.
£95
A woman in a wide-brimmed hat looking skyward.
As we have been unable to trace this print it is likely to
have been an amateur production.
Stock: 58219

87.
[The Moon?]
[n.d., c.1820.]
Ink and watercolour. Sheet 125 x 125mm (5 x 5").
Trimmed to image.
£160
A woman's head in a sphere n the night sky, her head
in wrapper in a gauzy scarf.
Stock: 58062

88.
[The Moon?]
[Engraved by George Maile?] [n.d., c.1820.]
Mezzotint, printed in colours. Sheet 260 x 210mm
(10¼ x 8¼"). Trimmed into image.
£160
A woman's head in a sphere in the night sky. George
Maile engraved several similar portraits, some after
John Barrow & Thomas Harper.
Stock: 58061

89.
[In Memory of General Stanwix's
Daughter who was lost in her passage from
Ireland.]
Angelica Kauffman Pinx.t. W.W. Ryland (Engraver to
his Majesty) sculp. Sold at No. 159 near Somerset
House Strand May 10th 1774.
Stipple, printed in sanguine. Sheet 310 x 260mm (12¼
x 10¼"). Trimmed in oval, losing title and verse. £190

A young woman in classical dress, resting her forehead
on an urn.
Lieutenant-general John Stanwix (1690-1766), his
daughter from his first marriage and his second wife
were all drowned on the packet boat 'The Eagle' on a
voyage from Dublin (where he had been inspecting the
troops in Ireland) to Holyhead.
The British Museum has a reversed print of the same
image, engraved by Jean Baptiste Lucien, which has a
note stating this is a self-portrait of Kauffman. BM
1873,0809.306, and 1917,1208.1169 for the copy.

92.
Sir Charles Oakeley, Bar.t, Governor of
Madras 1790 - 1794.
Painted in 1816 by T. Barber. Engraved by S.W.
Reynolds. [c.1830.]
Mezzotint, 345 x 260mm. 13½ x 10¼". Small margins.
£260
Sir Charles Oakeley (1751-1826), first Baronet,
appointed governor of Madras in 1790.
After Thomas Barber (1768/71 - 1843), pupil of Sir
Thomas Lawrence. Whitman: 219.
Stock: 58105

Stock: 58084

90.
What You Will - Ce Qui Vous Plaira.
J.P. Levilly [after John Raphael Smith]. [n.d., c.1791.]
Stipple, printed in colour, watermark 1811. 335 x
225mm (13¼ x 9"). Trimmed to plate at bottom, into
plate right bottom, top corners snipped.
£180
A fashionably-dressed young woman sitting on a bench
under a tree, directed to left, one hand at her lips,
looking coquettishly towards the viewer, a dog
sleeping at her feet.
A copy in reverse of one of a set of four portraits of
women 'Designed & Engraved by J.R.Smith', 1791. See
D'Oench: 309-312 for the Smith set.
Stock: 58066

93.
The Siamese Youths. (Aged 18.) As now
Exhibited at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.
Lithog. by W. Day, 17 Gate Str.t. London, Pub.d by R.
Ackermann & Co. 96 Strand, 1.st Dec.r 1829.
Lithograph on chine collé with printed backing paper.
Sheet 260 x 175mm (16¼ x 7") Crease in chine collé,
top small stain.
£130
Eng and Chang Bunker (1811-1874), the original
'Siamese Twins', conjoined at birth. When the boys
were 17 they were exhibited in Europe and America by
Scottish merchant Robert Hunter, and examined by
doctors. In 1832 they realised that their new manager,
Captain Coffin, was taking most of their profits, and
made a separate arrangement with the circus owner
Phineas T. Barnum, with whom they toured until 1839.
Stock: 58074

94.
[Charles S. Stratton, General Tom
Thumb.] [Le General Tom Pouce.] d'après
nature.
F. Grenier. [Imp Lemercier R. de Seine, 57 à Paris.]
[n.d., c.1850.]
Tinted lithograph with some hand colour. Sheet 255 x
340mm (10 13½"). Trimmed, losing title, repaired tear,
some soiling.
£220
The American dwarf Charles Sherwood Stratton (1838
- 1883) in front of a coach presented to him by Queen
Victoria during his visit to England during the 1840s,
complete with ponies and boy coachman and footman.
Standing by Stratton's side is the archetypal showman,
Phineas Taylor Barnum, Stratton's patron.
By François Grenier (1793 - 1867), painter,
lithographer, pupil of David and Guérin.
Stock: 58043

[His Excellency the Earl of Macartney,
Embassador Extraordinary from the King of
Great Britain to the Emperor of China.]
91.

Painted by T. Hickey. Eng.d by J. Hall Eng.r to his
Majesty. [London Published April 12. 1796 by G.
Nicol.]
Engraving, scratched letter proof before title and
publicaton line. J. Whatman 1794 watermark; 305 x
245mm (12 x 9¾"), with large margins. Repaired tear
in bottom margin, faint printer's creases.
£360
Seated portrait of George Macartney (1737-1806), 1st
Earl Macartney, diplomatist and colonial governor, the
first envoy of Britain to China in 1793.
The frontispiece to Sir George Staunton's 'An authentic
account of an embassy from the King of Great Britain
to the Emperor of China'.
Stock: 58118

95.
Geo. Back. [facsimile signature.]
Painted by G.R.Lewis. Day & Haghe Lith.rs to the
Queen. [n.d., c.1840.]
Lithograph. Printed area 370 x 250mm (14½ x 9¾").
Wear to margins.
£380
Sir George Back (1796-1878), British naval officer and
explorer of Arctic America. He twice accompanied
John Franklin to Canada's Northwest Territories (181922 and 1825-7) and later conducted two expeditions of
his own to the same region. The first of these
expeditions, in 1833, was to search for another British
explorer, John Ross, who had disappeared on an Arctic
voyage in 1829. In 1836, promoted to Captain and
given command of HMS Terror, he returned to explore
the coastal region east from the mouth of the river.
Having been caught in the ice and striking an iceberg

he nursed the sinking 'Terror' across the Atlantic,
having to beach the ship on the coast of Ireland.
Ill-health forced him to retire from active service, but
he advised the Admiralty during the search for
Franklin, and was promoted to vice-admiral in 1863
and admiral in 1876.
Stock: 58180

97.
The Hon.ble Frederick Sylvester Douglas
Nat. 8 Feb. 1797. Mort 21 Oct 1819.
Ingres Rome 1815. [n.d., c.1820.]
Lithograph, proof before title. Sheet 290 x 245mm
(11½ x 9¾").
£480
A half-length portrait of Frederick Sylvester North
Douglas, MP for Banbury from 1812 until his early
death at 28, sketched in Rome by John Dominique
Ingres.
This portrait is a close copy from one of four drawn
directly onto one stone by the painter, but designed to
be cut, printed by Charles Hullmandel. This version
has extra lines with darker detailing.
The other sitters were: Frederick North, 5th Earl of
Guildford; and North's sister Lady Glenbervie and her
husband, Sylvester Douglas, parents of Douglas. Man
12.
Stock: 58028

The Hon.ble Frederick Sylvester North
Douglas Nat. 8 Feb. 1797. Mort 21 Oct 1819.
98.

96.
[Frederick North, 5th Earl of Guildford
and family] Katherine Anne (North) Lady
Glenbervie. Sylvester (Douglas) Lord
Glenbervie. The Hon.ble Frederic Sylvester
Douglas. Frederic (North) Earl of Guildford.
Ingres Rome 1815. C. Hullmandel's Lithography. [n.d.,
c.1820.]
Rare lithograph. Sheet 620 x 440mm (24½ x 17¼"),
with large margins. Some scuffing and minor creasing
around the edges of the sheet.
£520
Four portraits printed from one stone but designed to
be cut: Lord and Lady Glenbervie and their son
Frederic Douglas, and Lady Glenbervie's brother
Frederic North, 5th Earl of Guildford.
These four portraits, drawn directly onto one stone by
the painter John Dominique Ingres, are lauded as
masterpieces of the classical art of drawing. So great is
their mastery that experts have disputed whether
Ingres, having no previous documented experience of
lithography, could have achieved such a feat. However,
Felix Man argues convincingly that in Rome Ingres
would have had the necessary facilities likely found at
the printing and publishing establishment of Giovanni
Dall'Armi (XXI-XXII, Man 1953). Though the
portraits were drawn by Ingres in Rome, the family
took the stone back to England to be printed by Charles
Hullmandel in 1820, when he added the sitters' titles
and biographical dates. Man states that he has only
seen 8 uncut examples, demonstrating its rarity. Man
12.
Stock: 58024

Ingres Rome 1815. [n.d., c.1820.]
Lithograph. Sheet 310 x 210mm (12¼ x 8¼"). £140
A half-length portrait of Frederick Sylvester North
Douglas, MP for Banbury from 1812 until his early
death at 28, sketched in Rome by John Dominique
Ingres.
The portrait was one of four drawn directly onto one
stone by the painter, but designed to be cut. The other
sitters were: Frederick North, 5th Earl of Guildford;
and North's sister Lady Glenbervie and her husband,
Sylvester Douglas, parents of Douglas. The four
portraits are lauded as masterpieces of the classical art
of drawing. So great is their mastery that experts have
disputed whether Ingres, having no previous
documented experience of lithography, could have
achieved such a feat. However, Felix Man argues
convincingly that in Rome Ingres would have had the
necessary facilities likely found at the printing and
publishing establishment of Giovanni Dall'Armi (XXIXXII, Man 1953). Though the portraits were drawn by
Ingres in Rome, the family took the stone back to
England to be printed by Charles Hullmandel in 1820,
when he added the sitters' titles and biographical dates.
Man 12.
Stock: 58026

The Hon.ble Frederick Sylvester Douglas
Nat. 8 Feb. 1797. Mort 21 Oct 1819.
99.

Ingres Rome 1815. [n.d., c.1820.]
Lithograph. Sheet 280 x 190mm (11 x 7½").
£220
A half-length portrait of Frederick Sylvester North
Douglas, MP for Banbury from 1812 until his early
death at 28, sketched in Rome by John Dominique
Ingres.
This portrait is a close copy from one of four drawn
directly onto one stone by the painter, but designed to
be cut, printed by Charles Hullmandel. This version
has the title in italics, 'North' added to the name and
extra lines with darker detailing.
The other sitters were: Frederick North, 5th Earl of
Guildford; and North's sister Lady Glenbervie and her

husband, Sylvester Douglas, parents of Douglas. Man
12.
Stock: 58027

100. Frederic (North) Earl of Guildford. Nat
7 Feb 1766.
Ingres Rome 1815. C. Hullmandel's Lithography. [n.d.,
c.1820.]
Lithograph. Sheet 310 x 235mm (12¼ x 9¼"). Small
stain.
£150
A seated portrait of Frederick North, 5th Earl of
Guildford, sketched in Rome by John Dominique
Ingres.
The portrait was one of four drawn directly onto one
stone by the painter, but designed to be cut. The other
sitters were North's sister, Lady Glenbervie, her
husband, Sylvester Douglas, and their son, Frederick
Sylvester Douglas. The four portraits are lauded as
masterpieces of the classical art of drawing. So great is
their mastery that experts have disputed whether
Ingres, having no previous documented experience of
lithography, could have achieved such a feat. However,
Felix Man argues convincingly that in Rome Ingres
would have had the necessary facilities likely found at
the printing and publishing establishment of Giovanni
Dall'Armi (XXI-XXII, Man 1953). Though the
portraits were drawn by Ingres in Rome, the family
took the stone back to England to be printed by Charles
Hullmandel in 1820, when he added the sitters' titles
and biographical dates. Man 12.

The portrait was one of four drawn directly onto one
stone by the painter, but designed to be cut. The other
sitters were: her brother Frederick North, 5th Earl of
Guildford; her husband, Sylvester; and son Frederick
Sylvester Douglas. The four portraits are lauded as
masterpieces of the classical art of drawing. So great is
their mastery that experts have disputed whether
Ingres, having no previous documented experience of
lithography, could have achieved such a feat. However,
Felix Man argues convincingly that in Rome Ingres
would have had the necessary facilities likely found at
the printing and publishing establishment of Giovanni
Dall'Armi (XXI-XXII, Man 1953). Though the
portraits were drawn by Ingres in Rome, the family
took the stone back to England to be printed by Charles
Hullmandel in 1820, when he added the sitters' titles
and biographical dates. Man 12.
Stock: 58029

Stock: 58025

101. James Trail Esq.r. From an Original
Drawing in the Possession of Lord Glenbervie.
H. Edridge Del.t 1794. Anth.y Cardon sculp.t.
[c.1794.]
Fine & rare stipple on chine collé. 260 x 195mm (10¼
x 7¾"), with large margins. Very slight creasing, uncut.
£160
Seated, reading a letter. Probably James Trail (17451808), lawyer and Tory M.P. for Orford between 1802
and 1806.
Stock: 58141

102. Count B. Bergami.
Engraved by R. Cooper from an original Drawing.
[n.d., c.1820.]
Stipple and etching. Sheet 195 x 115mm (7¾ x 4¼").
Trimmed within plate.
£50
Half length portrait of Bartolomo Pergami (or
Bergami), believed to be Queen Caroline's lover, hand
inside jacket, medals on chest.
Stock: 58076

103. Katherine Anne (North) Lady
Glenbervie. Nat. 16 Feb. 1760. Mort 6 Feb
1817.
Ingres Rome 1815. C. Hullmandel's Lithography.
[n.d., c.1820.]
Lithograph. Sheet 300 x 210mm (11¾ x 8¼"). £180
A half-length portrait of Katherine Anne Douglas,
sketched in Rome by John Dominique Ingres.

104. [3rd Earl of Southampton] Henry
Wriothesly [2nd] Earl of Southampton, The
Friend and Patron of Shakespeare. From an
original picture in the Collection of the Duke of
Portland at Bulstrode.
G.P. Harding Delin. R. Dunkarton Sculp. Published
May 2nd 1815 by G.P. Harding.
Mezzotint. 340 x 255mm (13½ x 10"). Trimmed to
plate, part of title scratched out.
£160
A full-length portrait of Henry Wriothesley (15731624), 3rd Earl of Southampton (not the 2nd as in the
title) posing with ornate helmet and breastplate. His
relationship to Shakespeare is correct: he is often said
to be the 'Fair Youth' of Shakespeare's Sonnets. See
NPG L114 for the original painting.
Stock: 58156

105. [Auguste Vestris.] A Stranger at Sparta
standing long upon one Leg, said to a
Lacedaemonian, / I do not believe you can do
as much; 'True (said he) but every Goose can'.
/ See Plutarch's Laconic Apothegms Vol. 1.
Page 406.
[Engraved by Francesco Bartolozzi & Benedetto
Pastorini after Nathaniel Dance.] Published 2.st April
1781 by Torre No 44. Market Lane.
Etching with aquatint, printed in sepia, 18th century
watermark. Sheet 385 x 340mm (15¼ x 13¼").
Trimmed within plate, hole in bottom edge repaired,
faint crease.
£390
A caricature portrait of dancer Auguste Vestris (MarieJean-Augustin, 1760-1842), on stage, poised on his
right toe, his left leg and arms extended, a widebrimmed hat with ribbon and flowers in his right hand.
After a successful dancing career at the Paris Opéra, he
trained many famous dancers including Fanny Elssler
and Marie Taglioni. His son married Madame Vestris.
BM Satires 5905; De Vesme 2235, state iv (with Torres
publication line).
Stock: 58100

From 1721 until his death his address was 'at the sign
of ‘The Astronomico-Musical Clock' in Fleet Street.
CS 289 i/ii.
Stock: 57864

107. Mrs Sarah Porter Queen of the Touters
at Tunbridge Wells.
Vander Smissen Pinxit. [engraved by William Pether.]
[n.d., c.1750.]
Scarce mezzotint. Sheet 335 x 255mm. Trimmed to
plate, corners nicked.
£180
An oval portrait of an old woman, ledger with 'Ladies'
Subscriptions', quill and ink.
When Richard ‘Beau’ Nash became Master of
Ceremonies at Tunbridge Wells Assembly Rooms in
1735, he employed Sarah Porter to assist in touting or
enlisting subscribers. She would greet visitors at the
door of the ballroom is if she knew them, enquiring
after a relative, before asking them to pay a
subscription: if they refused, she would shadow them
around the room, ledger and quill in hand, until they
gave in and paid up. However rude people became
Sarah never responded in kind. She continued in the
roll until 1762. CS 27.
Stock: 58073

[George Tappin, Old George the Grave
Digger]
108.

E. Butler, del & lith. London. Printed by L.M. Lefevre.
Published by E. Buter, Reading [n.d., c.1832].
Rare lithograph. Sheet 270 x 220mm (10½ x 8¾").
Repaired tear in right edge. Pencil writing.
£140
George Tappin (1785-1842), gravedigger at St Mary's
Church, Reading, shown up to his waist in a grave,
pick in one hand, spade handle with his initials to one
side.
The original painting, by Edward Butler (1810-1894), a
local artist, bookseller & stationer, is in the Reading
Museum, without the open grave. See Reading
Museum 1947.45.1 for the painting.
Stock: 58083

109. [Singerie: a thin kitchen] Indulgent
etiam Genio, tenuique polenta / Se recreant:
fugiens pinguiour hospes abit. Pour guarir
maladie et tout mal qu'endommage, / Ils
distilent ici diverse herb en breuuage.

106. Pinchbeck.
Isaac Whood pinx.t. J. Faber fecit. [n.d., c.1725.]
Mezzotint. 330 x 225mm (13 x 8¾"). Small repaired
tear into margin on left. Printer's crease bottom right in
margin.
£950
Christopher Pinchbeck (1670?-1732), maker of clocks
and automata, here shown holding an open pocket
watch. He also invented 'pinchbeck', an alloy of copper
and zinc that resembled gold, which created a new
market for costume jewelry.
Among his clients was Louis XIV, for whom he made
a music clock. In 1717 he advertised a clock at one
thousand guineas (appoximately £140,000 today).

[by Pieter van der Borcht.] [Antwerp, c.1562.] But
much later.
Etching. Sheet 195 x 275mm (7¾ x 10¾"). Trimmed
into image on three sides.
£260
From Norske National Costume Chr. Tonsberg
Christiania" 1852. A rundown room filled with thin
monkeys, sitting around a table with a plate of mussels,
carrots, turnips and cabbages strewn on the floor, all
regarded as food for the poor. A better-fed monkey
tries to leave, held back by a female monkey pulling at
his coat.
Pieter van der Borcht (c.1535-1608) did much to
popularise singerie with this series of 18 prints which
were, according to the British Museum, first published
by Vrints c.1562. The Rijksmuseum lists editions by
Philips Galle (c. 1580 as 'La vie humaine imitée par les

singes') and Claes Visscher. Metropolitan Museum
68.776.11; Rijksmuseum RP-P-1891-A-16318. From
Cameron Album bought in Venice on a grand tour.
Stock: 58126

110. [Singerie: an alchemist and family]
Docta etiam sanos Plantis haurite liquores, /
Quesis ægro medicam sedula præstet opem. /
Pour guarir maladie et tout mal
qu'endommage, / Ils distilent ici diverse herb
en breuuage.
[by Pieter van der Borcht.] [Antwerp, c.1562.] But
much later.
Scarce etching. Sheet 195 x 275mm (7¾ x 10¾").
Trimmed into image on three sides.
£380
The French title: ''To cure sickness and any damaging
ailment, They distill here various herbs''. From Norske
National Costume Chr. Tonsberg Christiania" 1852.
The interior of an alchemist's rundown workshop, the
monkeys dressed in rags. To highlight the theme that
there was no money to be made in the profession, the
family can be seen in the background entering the
workhouse.
Pieter van der Borcht (c.1535-1608) did much to
popularise singerie with this series of 18 prints which
were, according to the British Museum, first published
by Vrints c.1562. The Rijksmuseum lists editions by
Philips Galle (c. 1580 as 'La vie humaine imitée par les
singes') and Claes Visscher. BM 1866,0407.46, second
state, with lettering. Wellcome Library no. 17512i.
Rijksmuseum RP-P-1891-A-16318. From Cameron
Album bought in Venice on a grand tour.
Stock: 58125

111. The Westminster Election.
[n.d., 1st June 1794.]
Etching. 175 x 105mm (7 x 4¼"). Trimmed within
plate on right.
£70
The Duchesses of Devonshire and Rutland fight in
front of St Paul's, Covent Garden, tearing each other's
hair. Behind each woman is a backer: one says, ''D-----shire for ever!''; the other, a butcher, holds out a lemon,
saying, ''R------t------d for ever!''.
Although the two noted beauties were political
opponents. the Duchess of Rutland could have taken no
part in the election, being in Ireland at the time. BM
Satires 6612.
Stock: 58049

112. [The Humours of the Lilliputians:
represented in above fifty comical figures
engraved as big as life after the original
drawings of Captain Lemuel Gulliver.]
[London: Printed and sold by John Bowles at the Black
Horse in Cornhill] [c.1780.]
12 engravings, each sheet c. 125 x 290mm (5 x 11½").
Trimmed, losing plate numbers, laid on three album
sheets.
£3000
A collection of dwarfish caricature figures, some from
John Gay's ''Beggar's Opera'', including MacHeath,
Polly Peachum and Lucy Locket. but others from other
sources including ''Mynheer Van Funk, a Dutch
Skipper'', ''Peter Terrible Wingbeard, a Virginia
Planter'' and ''Hogan-Mogan Long-pipe a Dutch Indian
Governor''. The caricatures were printed six to a page,
but these have been cut in half horizontally.
The Harvard Library example has a title page and ten
sheets of six caricatures. Harvard Library Hollis
Collection 990056978230203941. See Arents
Collection New York.
Stock: 58032

A Tory Dinner Party. Presented with
No.13 of The Fly. Duke of Wellington. Sir Rb.t
Peel. Sir Ch.s Wetherhall. Sir Fr.s Burdett. L.d
Lyndhurst.
113.

W. Clerk, Lithog, 202 High Holborn. Pub.d by F.
Glover, No 1 Water Lane, Fleet St.
Rare lithograph. Sheet 210 x 250mm (8¼ x 9¾"). £130
Caricature portraits of Conservative politicians
standing for a toast.
Stock: 58081

114. The Comforts of Life. - Soup.
[Henry Heath] [William Cole, n.d., c.1826.]
Coloured etching. Sheet 205 x 360mm (8 x 14¼").
Trimmed into plate.
£280
Four caricatures of men eating soup: a rich man eating
turtle soup; a soldier eating 'Soup Maigre'; a workman
eating pea soup; and an invalid eating Mutton Broth.
See BM Satires 15181 for a similar 'Comforts of Life'
about drinking.
Stock: 58239

115. The Light Guitar,
Pub.d by S&J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place. Feb.y 28.
1828.
Coloured etching sheet 170 x 145mm (6¾ x 5¾").
Trimmed within plate. Crease.
£130
A small round women sits holding a large guitar,
mouth agape singing.
Samuel Williams Fuller (c.1777-1857) and Joseph Carr
Fuller (c.1782-1863) were printsellers and publishers,
stationers, artists' colourmen, playing-card makers;
already active by 1809 at the 'Temple of Fancy' at 34
Rathbone Place. The partnership dissolved when they
were in their seventies in 1854 (London Gazette 3
March 1854).
Stock: 58232

116. Copy of a Caricature of the Isle of Wight
sailing club, when it first commenced. _
Published 1776. For Lady Ashworth with kind
love.
[c.1800.]
Ink and watercolour. Sheet 230 x 335mm (9 x 13¼").
£480
Three women in low cut dresses with coloured ostrich
feathers in their high hairstyles, ride buckets towards
an arch built in the sea. Three male wind heads blow
them on their way. From the Cameron Album. Not in
BM. We can find no record of this image.
Stock: 58127

117. My Poll & My Partner Joe.
J.s G.y [James Gillray] del.t. T. Adams Sc. Pub.d April
18th 1796 by H. Humphrey New Bond Street.
Fine coloured etching. 285 x 355mm (11¼ x 14").
£480
A sailor and a grotesque woman dance with abandon.
A burlesque of Dibden's popular song, 'The Waterman',
in which the hero is taken by a press-gang and returns
to find his wife in Joe's arms. BM Satires 8907.
Stock: 58238

118. Stops.
[Unidentified double LL monogram] Esq. del. etchd by
G. Ck. Pub.d May 18th 1824 by G Humphrey 24 St
James's St London.
Very rare etching with hand colour. 250 x 350mm (9¾
x 13¾") very large margins. Faded.
£240
A satire in six panels relating to punctuation. Human
figures resemble a comma, semi-colon, full stop,
exclamation mark, colon and question mark. BM
Satires 14717.
Stock: 57869

119. [The South Sea Bubble] The Bublers
Mirrour; or Englands Folley (Joy). [&] The
Bubblers Mirrour; or Englands Folley (Grief).
Printed for Carington Bowles next ye Chapter House in
St Pauls Ch. Yard, London [n.d., c.1766].
Pair of plates, with mezzotint portrait with etched
surround. Sheets 355 x 250mm (14 x 9¾"). Both
trimmed to plate and mounted in album paper
watermarked 'J Whatman 1813'.
£1500
A rare pair of satires on the South Sea Bubble. In the
first image is a portrait of rich man holding up a fat
money bag. The second shows a weeping man with an
empty purse. Around the images are lists of schemes,

giving the inflated prices they reached from the
subscription price. For example: stockings, rising to
£30 from £2 10s; 'Manuring of Land' ('They'll never
make corn cheap, or horse dung dear'); 'Bleaching of
Hair'; Royal Assurance & London Assurance;
'Insurances against ye Venereal Desease'; and the
Pennsylvania Company, rising from £5 5s to £40!
First published by Thomas Bowles in 1720; this
example was published by his nephew soon after
Carington took over the business in 1762. Apparently
the satire was extremely popular: the firm of Bowles &
Carver were still issuing it at the end of the century.
BM: 1620/1621. See 33210, 40699 for Grief dupl.
1621.
Stock: 58017

120. A Monument Dedicated to Posterity in
commemoration of ye incredible Folly
transacted in the Year 1720. [...] Just grav'd 4
prints upon the humours of Stock Jobbing,
with a list of the bubbles & what each sold at
when highest.
B. Picart inv.t. B. Baron sculp.t. Printed for Carington
Bowles, in St Pauls Church Yard, London [n.d.,
c.1765].
Rare engraving, 18th century watermark. 275 x 370mm
(10¾ x 14½"). Trimmed to plate and mounted in album
paper.
£480
A reversed English version of a satire on the
Mississippi Bubble by Bernard Picart, showing
investors eager to buy 'Mississippi Company' shares
from the cart of Fortune, led by Folly and drawn by
allegorical figures of the various companies (South
Sea, Mississippi, West India, East India) and the Bank
of England. The spokes of the wheel visible are
inscribed with the names of several popular schemes,
referring to the York Buildings Company (designed to
supply water in London), Mining, Silk Manufacture
and others.
The Devil is sat on a cloud, blowing bubbles. Next to
him rays emanate from a cloud, naming the
consequences of economic speculation: 'Extream Joy',
'Madness', 'Prison', 'Beggery' etc. In the background
buildings are named: 'Jonathan's', the coffee house
famous as a scene of early share trading (replacing
John Law's home, Quinquenpoix, in Picart's original);
Bethlehem, the mental hospital famed as Bedlam; and
the 'Hos. of Beggers'.
This English version was originally published in 1720;
this example was published by his nephew Carington

Bowles, who took over his business in 1762. BM:
1629. For Picart image see 35858.
Stock: 58016

A Cometarium, showing the motion of a comet on its
path around the sun, designed by Benjamin Martin
(c.1705-82), a ploughboy turned instrument maker.
Published in the 'General Magazine of Arts and
Sciences', which became 'Martin's Magazine' when he
took it over in 1755.
Stock: 58144

124. The Limits of Solar and Lunar Eclipses.
Plate XVII
[Benjamin Martin.] [London 1755.]
Engraving with hand colour, in mount, pt 18th century
watermark. 185 x 120mm (7¼ x 4¾"). Bits of paper
stuck on right.
£130
A diagram of Eclipses, drawn by Benjamin Martin
(c.1705-82), a ploughboy turned instrument maker.
Published in the 'General Magazine of Arts and
Sciences', which became 'Martin's Magazine' when he
took it over in 1755.
Stock: 58145

125. [Frontis to 'Encyclopaedia Britannica;
or, a dictionary of arts, sciences, and
miscellaneous literature...'].

121. Corporal Cartouch teaching Miss CampLove her Manual Exercise. From an Original
Picture Painted by Mr Collett.
London, Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, Map &
Printsellers, no. 53, Fleet Street, as the Act directs, 4th.
Jan.y 1780.
Rare mezzotint with strong original colour. 350 x
250mm (13¾ x 9¾"). Restoration to crease across
bottom of image and damage in margins.
£680
A soldier drilling an attractive young woman, tilting up
her chin while she stands shouldering a musket on the
right, mimicked by a monkey sitting on a music book
and holding a flute. A drummer boy look on, smiling.
This print was published during the American War of
Independence.

Le Clerc pinxt. A.Bell Prin Wal. Sculptor Auxit et
exornavit. [n.d., c.1797.]
Engraving, sheet 220 x 350mm. 8¾ x 13¾". Trimmed
within plate. Creasing.
£130
Figures engaged busily in feats of human endeavour,
emblematic of science, art, painting, anatomy,
medicine, music, geometry, history, figure sculpture,
architecture, a magic lantern in the left foreground. In
the background there is Moses with the Ten
Commandments, the pyramids, and Adam and Eve
with animals. Overhead is a balloon with gondola oars
and two people.
An amalgamation of a 1698 engraving by Sébastien Le
Clerc 'L'Académie des Sciences et des Beaux-Arts' and
some religious imagery. Frontis for an edition of
Matthew Flinders's (1774-1814) 'Encyclopaedia
Britannica; or, a dictionary of arts, sciences, and
miscellaneous literature...' See BL 001571943.

Stock: 55308

Stock: 58173

122. The Caledonian Voyage to Money-Land.
[n.d., May, 1762.]
Rare engraving, 18th century watermark. Sheet 200 x
325mm (8 x 8¾"). Trimmed into plate. Messy. £260
When George III ascended the throne in October 1760,
Prime Minister William Pitt found himself out of
favour and resigned in October 1761. He was replaced
by the Scot Lord Bute, and the rush of his countrymen
to benefit from his patronage is satirised here. They
queue to board his ship, while the 'Pitt Frigate' is
dismantled in the background. BM Satires: 3856.

126. Wedgwood & Byerley. York Street. St.
James's Square. For No.2 of R. Ackermann's
Repository of Arts.

Stock: 58044

123. A New Cometarium Improved by B.M.
[Benjamin Martin.] [London 1755.]
Engraving with hand colour, in mount. 185 x 120mm
(7¼ x 4¾"). Small margins.
£150

Published Feby. 1809, at 101, Strand, London.
Scarce coloured aquatint, part J. Whatman
watermarked paper. 130 x 215mm (5¼ x 8½").
Trimmed into image on three sides, mounted in album
paper.
£120
The interior of the 'Wedgwood and Byerley' London
showrooms at York Street, St James's Square, showing
figures looking at chinaware laid out on tables and on
view in display cases.
A plate from the 'Repository of Arts' periodical,
published from 1809-1829. The formal title of the
publication was 'Repository of Arts, Literature,
Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions, and Politics': it
discussed and illustrated day to day life, and influenced
English taste in fashion, architecture and literature.
Stock: 58198

127. L'agreable Parfumeuse. (Paris.) N.o 25.
Ch. Philipon [in stone].L Imp Litho. de M.lle
Formentin, rue des S.ts Peres N.o 10. Depot chez F.
Janet, rue des S.ts Peres N.o 10. Published by Charles
Tilt, 86 Fleet Street, London. [n.d., c.1824].
Rare lithograph with fine hand colour, sheet 360 x
245mm (14¼ x 9½"). Foxing in borders.
£160
From the series' Têtes de Femmes'. A woman perfumeseller holds a small lavender bag up to her face.
After Charles Philipon (1800 - 1862) French
lithographer, caricaturist, journalist and the founder
and director of the satirical political journals La
Caricature and of Le Charivari.
Joséphine-Clémence Formentin (Mademoiselle
Formentin) (c.1802- 1863) was a female French
lithographer, publisher and printer.
Stock: 58223

128. Ackermann's Repository of Arts, 101
Strand.
Pugin & Rowlandson del.t. for No.1 Jany. 1809
[London: for R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts.]
Scarce hand coloured aquatint. Sheet 135 x 225mm
(5¼ x 8¾"). Trimmed into image, mounted in album
paper.
£140
Figures browsing through folios and prints inside
Rudolph Ackermann's famous emporium, the
Repository of Arts to Her Majesty, at 101 The Strand.
This is only the second plate produced for Ackermann's
own 'Repository of Arts' periodical, published from
1809-1829. The formal title of the publication was
'Repository of Arts, Literature, Commerce,
Manufactures, Fashions, and Politics': it discussed and
illustrated day to day life, and influenced English taste
in fashion, architecture and literature.
The figures by Thomas Rowlandson (1757 - 1827).

Vizentini, A. Faure, H. Lecomte, Leprince, Albert,
Fauconnier, Grandville, etc., depicting actors in
costumes from plays, operas and ballets for the years
1819-1825.
Stock: 58233

[Classical guitarist] R. de los Rios [pencil
signature.]
131.

R. de los Rios. Sculpt. Charles Sprague Pearce. Paris
[n.d. c.1890.]
Engraving, plate 357 x 279mm (14" x 11"), with very
large margins.
£180
Ricardo de los Ríos (1846-1929), born in Spain. He did
a lot of work while he lived in Paris, France.
Stock: 58164

132. [Classical guitarist] R. de los Rios [pencil
signature.]
R. de los Rios. Sculpt. Charles Sprague Pearce. Paris
[n.d. c.1890.]
Engraving on vellum, plate 357 x 279mm (14" x 11"),
with very large margins.
£180
Ricardo de los Ríos (1846-1929), born in Spain. He did
a lot of work while he lived in Paris, France.
Stock: 58165

Stock: 58197

129. Oysters! Mar'm! Oysters! Oysters!
Corney Harriman.
On Stone by J.P. Hunter. Printed by Day & Haghe
Lith.rs to the King, London. Published by W. Watts
Bookseller, Wisbech.
Scarce lithograph on chine collé. 220 x 175mm (8¾ x
7") very large margins.
£160
A street trader selling oysters, with wicker basket and
pipe.
Stock: 58099

Pas Noble dul.er ballet (M.r Montjoie)
Dans la Lampe merveilleuse, Opera, (Acad.e
R.le de musicque.) N.o8.
130.

G.A. [within stone] [Auguste Garneray]. Lith. de G:
Engelmann. [Chez Martinet n.d., c.1822]
Fine hand watercoloured lithograph, sheet 230 x
160mm (9 x 6½"). Some foxing, trimmed.
£160
A portrait of dancer Louis-Stanislas Montjoie (1789 –
1865) in costume in an operatic version of Aladdin. A
cross dressing image.
From 'Recueil des Costumes de Tours les Ouvrages
Dramatiques représentés avec succès sur les grands
théâtres de Paris.' Each issue contained 5 to 20 plates,
lithographed by G. Engelmann after A. Garneray, A.

133. Covent Garden Theatre.
Pugin & Rowlandson del.t et Sculp.t. J. Bluck, Aquat.
London: Publish'd July 1, 1808 at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101, Strand.
Hand coloured aquatint. 240 x 285mm (9½ x 11¼")
very large margins.
£320
An interior view of the original Royal Opera House,
built by Edward Shepherd for John Rich in 1732. A
choir and orchestra surround an organ in the centre of
the stage.
Only three months after the publication of this print, on
the morning of 20 September 1808, the theatre was
completely destroyed by fire. The performance of
'Pizarro' on the previous evening had required the
firing of a gun, and it was supposed that the wadding
from the gun had lodged in the scenery.
Published in Ackermann's famous work, the
'Microcosm of London', the figures were drawn by the
famous caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson and the
architecture by Augustus Pugin. Abbey, Scenery: 212.
Stock: 58203

134. Drury Lane Theatre.
Pugin & Rowlandson del.t et sculp.t. J. Bluck, Aquat.
London. Pub 1st Aug.t 1808 at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101, Strand.
Hand coloured aquatint. 240 x 285mm (9½ x 11¼")
very large margins.
£240
An interior view of the Drury Lane theatre filled with
an audience watching a performance in progress. The
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, commonly known as
Drury Lane, is the most recent in a line of four theatres
which were built at the same location, the earliest of
which dates back to 1663, making it the oldest theatre
site in London.
Published in Ackermann's famous work, the
'Microcosm of London', the figures were drawn by the
famous caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson and the
architecture by Augustus Pugin. Abbey, Scenery: 212.
Stock: 58202

135. Billiards.
Anibalo Scratchi I. & F. 1798. H.Bunbury.
Ink and watercolour. Sheet 270 x 380mm (10¾ x 15").
Narrow margins, hole in top left.
£380
A copy of the famous caricature of a billiards game by
Henry William Bunbury (1750-1811).
Stock: 58041

136. Cheval de [***]
V. Adam. [***] fr. édit. r. Suger, 3. Imp. J. [***]
Lithograph. Sheet 320 x 355mm (12½ x 14") Trimmed
at sides, losing parts of title and inscriptions.
£160
A grey mare.
Stock: 58097

137. [A Cossack archer on an Arabian
stallion.]
Carle Vernet. S. lith de Delpech. [n.d., c.1820.]
Lithograph. Sheet 390 x 535mm (15½ x 21"). Repaired
tear in unprinted area.
£280
A Cossack in a fur cap and quilted coat, his bow in a
holster.

A grey stallion with a groom in Ottoman dress, an
ornate saddle on the ground behind.
A plate from 'Les chevaux des écuries du Roi', a record
of the Arab stud of King Louis-Philippe of France,
containing 36 plates. Only one complete set is known.
In 1842 Mehmet Ali hand-picked seven of the best
arab Nedjdi stallions to send to Louis-Philippe, which
formed his Arab stud in the park of Saint-Cloud.
Stock: 58114

139. Ali. Etalion pur sang ne'en Arabie.
Envoyé par le Sultan de Muscat à son
Excellence le Baron van der Cappellen Gentil
homme de la Chambre du Roi des Bay Bas.
AH Winter. Lith. P.W. van der Weijer, Utrecht. [n.d.,
c.1845.]
Scarce tinted lithograph. Sheet 435 x 500mm (17 x
19¾"). Trimmed into title.
£580
A grey Arabian stallion, shown held by an Ottoman
groom in a camp with palm trees and camels. The
horse was owned by Godert Alexander Gerard Philip,
Baron van der Capellen (1778-1848), a GovernorGeneral of the Dutch East Indies.
Stock: 58116

140. [Arab horse] Nedidi Saïhani. (Poulinière
Egyptienne.) No. 7
Vi. Adam. Imprimé par Godard. A Paris, chez les
Editeurs Quai aux Fleurs 19. Tessari & C.ie Quai des
Grands Augustins 55.
Tinted lithograph with some hand colour. Sheet 380 x
500mm (15 x 19¾").
£380
A grey brood mare with an ornate saddle, held by a
groom in Ottoman dress.
A plate from 'Les chevaux des écuries du Roi', a record
of the Arab stud of King Louis-Philippe of France,
containing 36 plates. Only one complete set is known.
In 1842 Mehmet Ali hand-picked seven of the best
arab Nedjdi stallions to send to Louis-Philippe, which
formed his Arab stud in the park of Saint-Cloud.
Stock: 58115

Stock: 58117

141. An Arabian Horse.
T. Gericault inv.t. C. Hullmandel's Lithography.
London Published by Rodwell & Martin New Bond St.
Mar. 1. 1821.
Lithograph. Sheet 265 x 380mm (10½ x 15").
£380
An important early lithograph by the great romantic
artist Gericault.
Plate 8 from a series of 12 lithographs (and a
frontispiece) "The English Series", Various Subjects
drawn from Life and on Stone by J. Gericault,
published in London between February and May 1821.
See Fitzwilliam: p.288-1945. Beraldi: 29. Delteil: 37.
Stock: 58104

138. [Arab horse] Durzy. (Etalon.)
Vi. Adam. Imprimé par Godard. A Paris, chez les
Editeurs Quai aux Fleurs 19. Tessari & C.ie Quai des
Grands Augustins 55.
Tinted lithograph with some hand colour. Sheet 380 x
500mm (15 x 19¾").
£380

142. The Cullen Arabian & c.
J. Smith Pin. W. Elliott & T. Smith Sculp. Publish'd
1769 by J. Boydell, Engraver in Cheapside No. 90,
London.
Fine & scarce engraving. Frame size 560 x 715mm (22
x 28"). Unexamined out of frame. Tear at top not

entering the image. Unintelligible pencil writing in the
publication line.
£1500
From the series 'Running at Newmarket' that includes
'Broad Mares with their Foles', 'Catching the Colts',
'Shoeing, &c. the Gavison, and Villar', 'Bridling,
Saddling, Breaking, and Training' and 'Matchem &
Trajan running a Race at Newmarket,' according to
Siltzer. However John and Josiah Boydell have called
this series 'Six Views of Training Horses' according to
their catalogue 'An alphabetical catalogue of plates,
engraved by the most esteemed artists ...' Siltzer p. 256.
Stock: 58209

Two coloured lithographs on one sheet. Sheet 330 x
220mm (13 x 8¾").
£130
Two scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above is a scene of a camp, with
the horse being hobbled by a rope from the neck to a
foreleg, so it can graze but not run.
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling
Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.
Stock: 58124

146. Plate 21. Smoking out the Tiger _ Klip
Plauts. 22. A Kafir Sports man. The Quagga
hard Run.

143. [Fores's Series of the Mothers. Pl. 1.
Hack Mare & Foal. From the Original Picture
by Mr. J.F. Herring Sen.r in the possession of
the Publishers.]
[Painted By J.F. Herring Sen.r. Engraved By J. Harris.]
[London, Published May 19th. 1854 By Mess.rs Fores,
41, Piccadilly.]
Aquatint on steel, india proof before letters. 345 x
380mm (13¾ x 15"). Tear entering blank inscription
area. Slight creasing.
£260
One of nine plates engraved by John Harris for Fores'
'Mothers' series. Siltzer: p.152.
Stock: 58056

144. [Fores's Series of the Mothers. Pl. 9.
Hunting Mare & Foal. From the Original
Picture by Mr. J.F. Herring Sen.r in the
possession of the Publishers.]
[Painted By J.F. Herring Sen.r. Engraved By J. Harris.]
[London, Published May 19th. 1854 By Mess.rs Fores,
41, Piccadilly.]
Aquatint on steel, india proof before letters. 345 x
380mm (13¾ x 15"). Some creasing. Damaged. £130
One of nine plates engraved by John Harris for Fores'
'Mothers' series. Siltzer: p.152.
Stock: 58057

145. Plate II Off Saddled near Death Valley
Bontibok Flats. Death of a Sprink Bok
Bontibok Flats.
H.B. [Henry Butler]. [London: Ackermann & Co.,
1841.]

H.B. [Henry Butler] pinxit 1838. [London: Ackermann
& Co., 1841.]
Two lithographs on one sheet, one hand coloured.
Sheet 330 x 220mm (13 x 8¾"). Top left corner rebuilt,
outside image.
£95
Two scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above is a coloured and more
detailed centre scene of three Europeans trapping a
leopard [?] in a rocky outcrop; below is a native rider
about to throw a spear at a quagga (a now extinct zebra
subspecies).
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling
Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.
Stock: 58122

147. 29. The Eland blown. Tsitse River 30.
Bivouac in the raw hide.
H.B. [Henry Butler] 39. [London: Ackermann & Co.,
1841.]
Two lithographs on one sheet, one hand coloured.
Sheet 330 x 220mm (13 x 8¾").
£130
Two scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above is a coloured and more
detailed centre scene of a European rider about to shoot
an eland; below is a sketch of a hunter sheltering from
a hunderstorm.
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling

Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.
Stock: 58123

148. Plate VII. [An orphaned quagga
following a hunter.] 15. Camp at Modder Key.
(going out in the morning) The Bontibok Flats.
16. [a hyena at a watering hole.]
H.B. [Henry Butler] pinxit 1838. [London: Ackermann
& Co., 1841.]
Three lithographs on one sheet, one hand coloured.
Sheet 330 x 220mm (13 x 8¾").
£130
Three scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above and below are outline
sketches, with a coloured and more detailed centre
scene of a mounted European hunter taking a rifle from
his ghillie to shoot at antelope, a camp behind.
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling
Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.

150. Plate VIII. Baboonon the look out _ The
Bontibok Flats. 18. The Game fleeing before
the Hunters.
H.B. des 1837. [London: Ackermann & Co., 1841.]
Two lithographs on one sheet, one hand coloured.
Sheet 330 x 220mm (13 x 8¾").
£130
Two scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above is a outline sketch of
babboons looking down from a rocky ledge; below is a
more detailed scene of wildebeest anf quagga running
across a plain, having spotted riders in the distance,
with hand colour.
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling
Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.
Stock: 58120

Stock: 58121

149. Plate IX [hunters at rest]. 20. Chase of
the Hartebeest.
H.B. = 3c. [London: Ackermann & Co., 1841.]
Two lithographs on one sheet, one hand coloured.
Sheet 330 x 220mm (13 x 8¾").
£130
Two scenes from Captain Henry Butler's "South
African Sketches". Above is a outline sketch of hunters
resting under cover of reeds; below is a more detailed
scene of riders chasing hartebeest, with hand colour.
Butler, a graduate of Trinity College Dublin, was
posted to South Africa with the 27th or Inniskilling
Regiment of Foot. In 1837 and 1838 he travelled to the
hunting grounds of the Bontebok Flats (between the
Klipplaats and Windvogel Rivers in Eastern Cape
Province, about eighty miles north of King William's
Town). He returned to England in 1839 and in 1841,
the year of publication, he transferred to the 59th
Regiment, promoted to Captain. His book appears to
have been a vanity publication, accounting for its
rarity, containing only the lithographed title, 15 plates
and 15 pages of text. His only other publication was an
article in the New Monthly Magazine. Abbey 336.
Stock: 58119

151. The Ascension of Queen Caroline.
Tudor del. London, Published for the Proprietor by J,
Creswell, 121 Crawford St, Portman Square Aug.t 17th
1821.
Scarce hand-coloured lithograph. Printed area 360 x
170mm (14¼ x 6¾"), with large margins, paper
watermarked 'J Whatman Turkey Mill 1821]. Stains,
horizontal fold, creasing.
£450
Caroline of Brunswick on a cloud being lifted by a hot
air balloon of cherubs after her death in 1821. A crown
falls from the cloud. From the Collection of
Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of
"Astra Castra".
Stock: 58196

152. Engraved for the European Magazine.
The Ascent of the Aerial Balloon.
Jn.o Lodge sc. Published Nov.r 1.st 1783, by I.
Fielding, Pater Noster Row.
Engraving, plate 190 x 125mm (7½" x 5"). No11 and
some pencil text is written in the top margin. Creases
in margins. Stain on right that creeps into the plate
mark.
£120
A satire on the Montgolfier brothers Le Réveillon
balloon experiment were they put a a sheep, duck and
cockerel in the basket to see if hot air ballooning is safe
for mankind. The demonstration was held in front of
Louis XVI and the royal family in the palace forecourt.
The balloon left the ground and soared 600 metres into
the air. Damaged by a rip in the fabric, it descended
slowly eight minutes later after travelling 3.5 km and
came back to land in the Wood of Vaucresson, at the
Maréchal crossroads. See Ref: 57270. From the
Collection of Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914
Author of "Astra Castra"

58172. From the Collection of Christopher Hatton
Turnor 1840-1914 Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58168

Stock: 58170

153. Engraved for the European Magazine.
The Descent of the Air Balloon.
Jn.o Lodge sc. Publish'd Dec.r 1.st 1783, by J. Fielding,
Pater Noster Row.
Engraving, plate 190 x 125mm (7½" x 5"). No11 and
some pencil text is written at the top entering the plate
mark. Nicks to edge of the paper.
£120
A satire on the Montgolfier brothers Le Réveillon
balloon experiment were they put a a sheep, duck and
cockerel in the basket to see if hot air ballooning is safe
for mankind. The demonstration was held in front of
Louis XVI and the royal family in the palace forecourt.
The balloon left the ground and soared 600 metres into
the air. Damaged by a rip in the fabric, it descended
slowly eight minutes later after travelling 3.5 km and
came back to land in the Wood of Vaucresson, at the
Maréchal crossroads. See Ref: 57270. From the
Collection of Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914
Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58171

154. Troisieme Voyage Aerien. Experience
faite a Lion le 19 Janvier 1784. Sous la
Direction de M.r Joseph Montgolfier avec une
Machine Aerostatique de 102 Pieds de
Diametre sur 126 de Hauteur. Planche 3. Pag.
67.
Dessine par le Ch.er de Lorimier. Grave par N.De
Launay.
Engraving, plate 200 x 130mm (8 x 5¼"), with small
margins. Small tear in left going into the plate mark but
not the image.
£240
A view of the Montgolfier's (Joseph-Michel
Montgolfier (1740 –1810) & Jacques-Étienne
Montgolfier (1745 –1799 )) balloon, le Flesselles
(named after Jacques de Flesselles (1730 – 1789)), on
it's voyage at Lyon in 1784. This balloon built by the
Montgolfiers carried seven passengers as high as 3,000
feet (914 m) however unfortunately gave a rough
landing to its passengers. See Ref: 57654, 57655 &

155. Experience faite a Versaille, en presence
de leurs Majestes et de la Famille Royale, per
M.r Montgolfier, le 19. Sept. 1783.
Dessine par le Ch.er de Lorimier. Grave par N.De
Launay.
Engraving, sheet 180 x 115mm (7 x 4½") Trimmed
within plate mark. Some surface dirt. Pencil in image
within the sky. A small amount of creasing.
£230
A view of the Aérostat Réveillon's, a Montgolfier
brothers balloon, voyage on 19 September 1783. It was
flown with the first living beings in a basket attached to
the balloon: a sheep called Montauciel ("Climb-to-thesky"), a duck and a rooster. The sheep was believed to
have a reasonable approximation of human physiology.
The duck was expected to be unharmed by being lifted
and was included as a control for effects created by the
aircraft rather than the altitude. The rooster was
included as a further control as it was a bird that did
not fly at high altitudes. The demonstration was
performed at the royal palace in Versailles, before
King Louis XVI of France and Queen Marie Antoinette
and a crowd. The flight lasted approximately eight
minutes, covered two miles (3 km), and obtained an
altitude of about 1,500 feet (460 m). The craft landed
safely after flying. From the Collection of Christopher
Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58169

Premier Voyage Aerien En Presence de
M.gr le Dauphin. Experience faite dans le
Jardin de la Muette, Sous la Direction de M.r
Montgolfier, Par M.r le Marquis d'Arlandes et
M.r Pilatre du Rosier, le 21. 9.bre 1783. Vue de
la Terrasse de M.r Fraanklin a Passi.
156.

Dessine par le Ch.er de Lorimier. Grave par N.De
Launay.
Engraving, sheet 180 x 115mm (7 x 4½"). Trimmed
within plate and glued to backing sheet.
£190

A view of the first free flight by humans in a
Montgolfier balloon, on 21st November 1783. It was
made by Pilâtre de Rozier (1754 – 1785), together with
an army officer, the marquis d'Arlandes (François
Laurent (1742 –1809)). The flight began from the
grounds of the Château de la Muette close to the Bois
de Boulogne park in the western outskirts of Paris.
They flew about 3,000 feet (910 m) above Paris for a
distance of nine kilometers. After 25 minutes, the
balloon landed between the windmills, outside the city
ramparts, on the Butte-aux-Cailles. Enough fuel
remained on board at the end of the flight to have
allowed the balloon to fly four to five times as far.
However, burning embers from the fire were scorching
the balloon fabric and had to be daubed out with
sponges. As it appeared it could destroy the balloon,
Pilâtre took off his coat to stop the fire. See 57654 &
57655 for second voyage. From the Collection of
Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of
"Astra Castra"

Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of
"Astra Castra"
Stock: 58174

Stock: 58172

The Montgolsier, a First Rate of the
French Aerial Navy. A_ F_t_ An Ass_ A Fool_
A Monkey_ A Nothing.
157.

Observator del. Recordum Sculpt. Pub.d by E.
Darchery N.11 S.t James's Street. the 25.th of October
1783. [but probably printed later]
Scarce hand coloured etching on wove paper with
partial watermark dated '[?]1828'. Plate 355 x 250mm
(14 x 10"). Creasing in margins; top left corner crease
just goes through the plate mark. Tears on left and right
entering the plate mark but not the image.
£390
A wonderful satire on the Montgolfier brother's
ballooning. Thought to be the first reaction of an
English caricaturist to the possibilities of aerial
navigation.
Published by Elizabeth Darchery (1780-84, fl.), a
publisher of satirical prints based on St James's Street,
London, her name is often spelt differently on various
plates and she is known for publishing some of James
Gillray's early work. From the Collection of
Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of
"Astra Castra"
Stock: 58175

The Montgolsier, a First Rate of the
French Aerial Navy. A_ F_t_ An Ass_ A Fool_
A Monkey_ A Nothing.

Montgolfier in the clouds. Constructing
of air balloons for the grand monarque. "O by
gar!..."
159.

Fourth Sketch Published as the act directs March 2
1784 by S. Fores N° 3 Piccadilly - a Companion to this
in a few days.
Scarce etching on laid paper with 18th century
watermark of Fleur-de-lis, plate 350 x 250mm (13 x
9¾") large margins. Handling creases, horizontal fold,
minor surface dirt and light browning.
£650
A satirical print relating to the unsuccessful launch of a
'grand aerostatic machine' on 19 Jan. at Lyons, in
which Jacques-Étienne Montgolfier (1745 – 1799) and
others ascended. BM Satires 6435. From the
Collection of Christopher Hatton Turnor 1840-1914
Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58177

158.

Observator del. Recordum Sculpt. Pub.d by E.
Darchery N.11 S.t James's Street. the 25.th of October
1783. [but probably printed slightly later]
Etching, sheet 350 x 250mm (13¾ x 9¾"). Trimmed
within plate. Some creasing. Nicks to edges of paper.
£290
A satire on the Montgolfier brother's ballooning.
Thought to be the first reaction of an English
caricaturist to the possibilities of aerial navigation.
Published by Elizabeth Darchery (1780-84, fl.), a
publisher of satirical prints based on St James's Street,
London, her name is often spelt differently on various
plates and she is known for publishing some of James
Gillray's early work. From the Collection of

160. Globe Aërostatique. Cette Machine est
represente ici s'elevant pour la seconde fois au
milieu de la Prairie de Nesle, ou il venoit de
descendre, accompagne de M.r Robert et en
Presence de M.gr le Duc de Chatres, M.r le
Duc de Fitz-James, et de M.r Farer
Gentilhomme Anglois, M.r Robert Presente le
Proces Verbal a signer aux Cures d'Hedouxille,
et de Nesle.
Desrais Del. Denis Sculp. A Paris chez Basset rue S.t
Jacques au coin de celle des Mathurins. [c. 1783]
Scarce engraving on thick laid paper with 18th century
watermark of house with pitched roof surmounted by
three cockerels. Plate 275 x 345 (10¾ x 13¾"), with
small margins. Some old blue paper affixed verso,

probably previous album leaf, inscribed 'no. 8' in
brown ink to upper centre, surface dirt and browning.
£380
A view of a balloon ascent by Jacques Alexandre César
Charles (1746 – 1823) from the Prairie de Nesle,
northern France, where it had landed after taking off
from the Tuileries Gardens, Paris, on 1 December
1783.
Jacques Charles and the Robert brothers launched a
new manned balloon from the Jardin des Tuileries in
Paris. Jacques Charles was accompanied by NicolasLouis Robert as co-pilot of the 380-cubic-metre,
hydrogen-filled balloon. The envelope was fitted with a
hydrogen release valve and was covered with a net
from which the basket was suspended. Sand ballast
was used to control altitude. They ascended to a height
of about 1,800 feet (550 m) and landed at sunset in
Nesles-la-Vallée after a 2-hour 5 minute flight
covering 36 km The chasers on horseback, who were
led by the Duc de Chartres, held down the craft while
both Charles and Nicolas-Louis alighted. Jacques
Charles then decided to ascend again, but alone this
time because the balloon had lost some of its hydrogen.
This time it ascended rapidly to an altitude of about
3,000 metres, where he saw the sun again. He began
suffering from aching pain in his ears so he "valved" to
release gas, and descended to land gently about 3 km
away at Tour du Lay. Illustrated: Turnor, Hatton,
Astra Castra. Experiments and Adventures in the
Atmopshere, Chapman and Hall, 1865, illus. p. 34.
From the Collection of Christopher Hatton Turnor
1840-1914 Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58176

Showing James Sadler's (1753 – 1828) balloon flight to
mark the birthday of George, Prince of Wales (later
George IV) on 12th August 1811. He took off from the
gardens of the Mermaid Tavern in Hackney, along with
Captain Paget of the Royal Navy (presumably ViceAdmiral Sir Charles Paget (1778–1839)), who was a
paying passenger, and landed near Tilbury Fort 73
minutes later.
Apparently published a week after the event.
Illustrated: Turnor, Hatton, Astra Castra. Experiments
and Adventures in the Atmopshere, Chapman and Hall,
1865, illus. p. 262. From the Collection of Christopher
Hatton Turnor 1840-1914 Author of "Astra Castra"
Stock: 58178

162. Mansion House, Cheapside &c. [in
image.]
T. Shotter Boys Del Et Lith. [n.d., c1842]
Tinted lithograph with colour added by hand. Image
315 x 430mm, (12½ x 17"). A few small tears in
margins. Slight mount stain.
£380
View of Mansion House and Cheapside looking
towards St Mary-le-Bow and St Mildred, Poultry;
figures and coaches loaded with passengers to
foreground, along with a dustman and wooden-legged
crossing sweeper.
From 'Original Views of London As It Is' (26 plates)
by Thomas Shotter Boys (1803 - 1874). Abbey Scenery
239, 2 "A book of considerable importance"; Adams
196.2
Stock: 58166

163. [His Majesty's Theatre] Opera House.
Rowlandson & Pugin del.t et sculp.t. J. Bluck, aquat.
London Pub. 1st. March 1809, at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101 Strand.
Hand-coloured aquatint. 235 x 266mm (9¼ x 10½")
very large margins.
£280
His (or Her) Majesty's Theatre, Haymarket, established
by architect and playwright John Vanbrugh in 1705 as
the Queen's Theatre, but by 1709 had become an opera
house. This is the interior of the second theatre,
designed by Michael Novosielski after the first
succumbed to arson in 1789, opened in 1791 and
operating until 1867.
A plate from Ackermann's 'Microcosm of London', one
of the key visual sources for London in the late
Georgian period. Abbey, Scenery: 212.
Stock: 58200

164. Drawing from Life at the Royal
Academy, (Somerset House.)

161. The Ascent of Mr Sadler and Capt.n
Paget from Hackney, 12th Augs.t 1811. From a
Drawing taken on the Spot.
Publish'd Aug.t 19th by I.Murray Princess Street Soho
& 326 Oxford Street.
Etching. Sheet 305 x 190mm (12 x 7½"). Trimmed
within plate. Minor surface dirt, handling creases,
numbered in brown ink outside the image.
£260

Rowlandson & Pugin del.t et sculp.t. Harraden
Aquatin. London Pub.d 1. Jan.y 1808, at R.
Ackermann's Repository of Arts on the Strand.
Hand coloured aquatint. 240 x 285mm (9½ x 11¼")
very large margins.
£230
The interior view of a life drawing class at Somerset
House, London, with a nude male posing for a class
arranged in two tiers around the edge of the room.
Published in Ackermann's famous work, the
'Microcosm of London', the figures were drawn by the

famous caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson and the
architecture by Augustus Pugin. Abbey, Scenery: 212.
Stock: 58201

A view looking south from Regent Street, across
Piccadilly Circus to the Duke of York's Column.
Published in Thomas Shotter Boys's 'Original Views of
London As It Is' . Abbey 240.
Stock: 58237

168.

Woodlands. The villa of J.J. Angerstein

Esq.r.

165. A View of London from Wandsworth
[Hill in the County of Surry].
Drawn by Cha.s Tomkins. Etch'd by Eliz. & engrav'd
by W. Ellis. London: Published as the Act directs, 22.d
May, 1786 by J. Harris, No. 3, Sweetings Alley,
Cornhill, and W. Ellis, No 9, Gwynne's Buildings,
Islington.
Etching with engraving, scarce proof with abbreviated
scratched-letter title. 450 x 520mm (17¾ x 20½".
Framed. Laid on board.
£750
A view of London from fields, with cows, a windmill
and a harvest scene.
Published as a pair with 'London from Flamsteed Hill,
Greenwich Park' after Thomas Hearne.
Stock: 58210

166. [Tower Bridge, London.]
P.RARE [etched in image]. Percy Robertson [signed in
pencil]. [n.d., c.1920].
Etching, frame 365 x 440mm (14 x 17¼").
Unexamined out of frame.
£260
A view from the Thames of Tower Bridge.
Percy Robertson (1869-1934) was the son of the
watercolourist Charles Robertson, RWS (1844-1891).
He was born in Bellagio, Italy and studied at
Charterhouse school in Surrey. He left Charterhouse in
1885 and achieved early success as an artist being
elected at the age of nineteen an Associate Member of
Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers and a
Fellow in 1908. He was also a member and exhibitor at
the Norfolk & Norwich Art Circle and at the Ipswich
Art Club, 1895-1905. He exhibited widely including 33
works at the Royal Academy and 166 at the Royal
Society of Etchers.
Stock: 58160

167. Regent Street Looking Towards the
Duke of York's Column.
T.S. Boys Del et Lithog. [Printed by Charles
Hullmandel.] [London, T.S. Boys, 1842.]
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Printed area: 420 x
320mm (16½ x 12½").
£380

Drawn by J. Hassell. London Pub.d by J. Hassell 1st
Aug.t 1804.
Aquatint with fine hand colour. 195 x 275mm (7¾ x
10¾"), very large margins.
£160
Woodlands House, a Grade II* listed Georgian villa, in
Westcombe Park, Greenwich, described in Daniel
Lysons' The Environs of London (1796) as occupying
'a situation uncommonly beautiful'.
John Julius Angerstein, chairman of Lloyd's from
1790-6, was a friend of George III, Pitt the Younger
and Sir Thomas Lawrence. His art collection, which
included 'The Rape of the Sabines' by Rubens and Sir
Joshua Reynolds's portrait of Garrick between Tragedy
and Comedy, was bought by the government for
£60,000 to form the nucleus of the National Gallery's
collection. Until the Trafalgar Square site was opened
the 38 works from Angerstein's collection were
displayed in Angerstein's town house in Pall Mall.
Stock: 58207

169. View at Chelsea 1784.
W. Beilby Pinx.t. F Jukes fecit. London Published
Nov. 10.th [1784] by F. Jukes at N.o 16 Howland S.t
Fine coloured aquatint, sheet 230 x 260mm (9 x 10¼").
Trimmed within plate and glued to backing sheet at
top. In mount.
£360
Attractive view from the bank of the Thames at
Chelsea, London, oval in aquatint masonry frame; with
a distant view of All Saints Church, and Battersea
Bridge. A carriage travelling down road in foreground,
a barge is moored to the right.
William Beilby (1740-1819) was a British glassworker
known to have produced eminent enamelled glass
during the later half of the 18th century. He was
brought up in Durham and then later sent as an
apprentice to Birmingham until his father's business
failed forcing the family to move in 1757 to
Newcastle-upon-Tyne to start again. The family then
moved again in 1778 to London, then to Scotland.
During this period, the family produced no more glass,
but Beilby painted more of his exquisite water colours.
The engraver, Francis Jukes (1745-1812) was a very
early specialist in aquatint, which he learnt from Paul
Sandby (1731-1809).
Stock: 58162

170. Chelsea.
Tho. Preist Pinx et Sculp. Printed fpr John Bowles at
the Black Horse in Cornhill. Published According to
Act of Parliament June y.e 25. 1742
Coloured engraving, frame 435 x 560mm (17¼ x 22").
Unexamined out of frame. Creased in centre where
once folded.
£260
A view in Chelsea with small rowing and sailing boats
along the Thames.
Stock: 58159

was published by subscription. He also exhibited twice
in his life at the Royal Academy.
Stock: 58157

173. A Prosepect of Chelsea-Bridge Water
Works.

171. The Royall Hospitall at Chelsey To the
Right Hon.ble S.r Stephen Fox Kn.t Soley
Employ'd by King Charles the Second to take
care and build the Royal Hospital at Chelsea
for y.e Superanuated. and Indigent Officers &
Soldiers towards which, he gave the Ground
and a third part of his Office of paymaster to
the Army which he then Enjoyed and Carryed
on the Work with Constant Payments.
[Engraved by Johannes Kip after Leonard Knyff.]
[London: David Mortier, n.d., c.1715.]
Engraving with etching on two sheets conjoined. Total
platemark 560 x 895mm (22 x 35¼"). Original binding
folds, as normal; old ink pagination.
£990
A bird's eye view of the Royal Hospital at Chelsea,
with the river in the foreground and the formal gardens
between the river and the hospital. The Westbourne
can be seen entering the Thames. This is an early
example, before the addition of Joseph Smith's
publication line in 1724.
The hospital was founded by King Charles II in 1682,
however Sir Stephen Fox (1627-1716), to whom this
print is dedicated, was the inspiration for its
foundation. Fox was a royal administrator and courtier
to Charles II and a politician who rose from humble
origins, so much so that he became known as 'the
richest commoner in the three kingdoms'.
Stock: 57876

Sold by A. Benoist, at M.r Masons next door to the
Golden Ball in the Hay Market, over against the Opera
House. According to Act of Parliament. [n.d., c.1760]
Hand coloured engraving, frame 435 x 560mm (17¼ x
22"). Unexamined out of frame. Some paper toning
£260
The Chelsea Waterworks Company was formed in
1723 and supplied water to Westminster and adjacent
parts. It introduced the first iron main in London in
1746. The company held water in reservoirs in Hyde
Park and Green Park and pumped water through an
elaborate sysstems of canals which covered a large area
of today's Pimlico. As the years marched by the water
was becoming more and more contaminated and the
Company installed the first Sand filtration operation to
purify the water. Eventurally in the late nineteenth
century the company became part of the Metropolitan
Water Board.
Longford: 645. the location of the water works is
shown in Rocque's map of Chelsea, ref. 18215. See
also 26908 for black and white version.
Stock: 58158

174. [Grove House] Roehampton Grove. The
Seat of William Gosling Esq.r.
Drawn by J. Hassell. London Pub.d by J. Hassell 1st
Aug.t 1804.
Aquatint with fine hand colour. 195 x 275mm (7¾ x
10¾") very large margins.
£160
Grove House, a Grade II* listed house at Roehampton
Lane, was built in 1777 by James Wyatt for Sir Joshua
Vanneck. At the time of publication it was the
residence of a banker, but it is now part of Froebel
College, University of Roehampton, still with the
ornamental bridge seen on the right.
Stock: 58206

172. The Supension Bridge At Chelsea, Now
In Course Of Construction For The
Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works, And
the Royal Military Hospital.
Tho.s Page Engineer. T.A. Prior, Engraver. Published
Nov. 18, 1852, by J & W Robins, 57 Tooley Street,
London.
Coloured engraving, framed 400 x 595mm (15¾ x
23½"). Unexamined out of frame.
£260
A view of the proposed Victoria Bridge (Old Chelsea
Bridge) designed by British architect and civil engineer
Thomas Page (1803 – 1877). On 31 March 1858 Queen
Victoria, accompanied by two of her daughters and en
route to the formal opening of Battersea Park, crossed
the new bridge and declared it officially open; it was
opened to the public three days later, on 3 April 1858.
Thomas Abiel Prior (1809 – 1886) was a British
engraver who made a reputation in 1846, with the print
Heidelberg Castle and Town, engraved from a drawing
by J.M.W Turner and under Turner's supervision; it

175. Sudbrook Park, Petersham, Surrey.
Messrs Brooks & Co have instruction to sell
the Freehold and Copyhold Estate comprising
a noble Mansion called Sudbrook House [...]
Drawn from Nature by G. Eyre Brooks Surveyor, 28
Old Bond Str.t. on Stone by L. Haghe. W. Day lithog.
17 Gate Str.t London. [n.d., c.1844.]
Scarce lithograph. Sheet 280 x 390mm (11 x 15¼").
Repaired tear.
£280
Sudbrook House, built by James Gibbs for John
Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyll, completed 1728. His
heirs sold the estate in 1819 to Sir Robert WilmotHorton, 3rd Baronet, who died there in 1842. This print
was drawn for the 1844 sale, when Dr James Ellis
bough the estate to establish a hydropathy clinic. In
1853 Crown Estate repurchased the freehold, leasing
the estate to The Richmond Golf Club from 1891, but
in 2016 club bought the freehold.
Stock: 58067

179. [Estuary with ship and ruined forts, St
Maws?]
[Etched by Thomas Rowlandson.] [London: J.
Rowlandson, c.1813.]
Coloured etching. 170 x 255mm (6¾ x 10"), with large
margins. Notch in edge of margin on left. Taped in
mount.
£220
From Rowlandson's 'Views in Cornwall', without an
identified location. Abbey 105-13.
Stock: 58147

[Village with stream, bridge and stepping
stones, near Helston?]
180.

176. A View of the Lake &c. taken from the
Center Walk in the Garden of S.r Francis
Dashwood Bar.t at West Wycomb in the
County of Bucks.
W. Hannan pinx. W. Woollett sculp. Printed for John
Bowles in Cornhil, Carington Bowles in S.t Pauls
Church Yard, Hen.y Parker in Cornhil, John Boydell in
Cheapside and Robert Sayer in Fleet Street [n.d.,
1757].
Coloured etching. 370 x 520mm (14½ x 21½").
Framed in fine modern gilt frame. Unexamined out of
frame (plate marked visible)
£490
A view of West Wycombe Park, Buckinghamshire, the
pleasure palace of Sir Francis Dashwood, founder of
the 'Society of Dilettanti' and the 'Hell-fire Club'.
This series of views, engraved by William Woollett
after William Hannan, were first published by John
Tinney without titles, and then by a consortium of
publishers.
Stock: 58234

A View of the Walton Bridge, Venus's
Temple &c in the Garden of Sr. Francis
Dashwood Bar.t at West Wycomb in the
County of Bucks.
177.

W. Hannan pinx. W. Woollett sculp. London Printed
for Rob.t Sayer Map & Printseller in Fleet Street. [n.d.,
c.1770.]
Coloured etching. 370 x 520mm (14½ x 21½").
Framed, in fine modern gilt frame.
£490
View of the lake in the West Wycombe Park estate,
Buckinghamshire, the house in distance to left, with a
boat on the water to left, an island in the centre and a
bridge and temple to right; various figures walking
along the shore.
From "Twelve Views of Gentlemens Seats and
Gardens by Woollett &c.".
Stock: 58235

178. Everdingen.
[Etched by Thomas Rowlandson.] [London: J.
Rowlandson, c.1813.]
Coloured etching. 165 x 175mm (6½ x 7"), with large
margins. Taped in mount.
£160
Two carts on a truck before a church and distant hills.
From Rowlandson's 'Views in Cornwall'. Abbey is
uncertain whether 'Everdingen' is the title or the artist.
Abbey 105-7.
Stock: 58146

[Etched by Thomas Rowlandson.] [London: J.
Rowlandson, c.1813.]
Coloured etching. 170 x 255mm (6¾ x 10"), with large
margins. Slight mount burn. Taped in mount.
£220
From Rowlandson's 'Views in Cornwall', without an
identified location. Abbey 105-9.
Stock: 58148

181. The Seat of M. Mitchell, Esq.r Hengar,
Cornwall.
Drawn & Etched by Rowlandson. Stadler Aquatinta.
London, Pub. Sept. 1 1809, by T. Tegg, 111 Cheapside.
Coloured aquatint with etching. Sheet 185 x 235mm
(7¼ x 9¼"), watermarked 1809. Trimmed within plate.
Taped in mount.
£230
A harvest scene at Hengar House, home of Matthew
Mitchell, a banker, a friend and patron of Rowlandson.
From the subscription issue of Rowlandson's 'Sketches
from Nature', issued fortnightly and not published as a
book until 1822. This edition not in Abbey, but see 33-7
for the edition of 1822. Ex.Collection Sarah BayntunWilliams.
Stock: 58149

182. Hadleigh Castle near the Nore.
Painted by John Constable R.A. Engraved by David
Lucas. London, Pub.d by M.r Constable, 35 Charlotte
S.t Fitzroy Square. 1832.
Very fine mezzotint. Plate: 175 x 255mm (7 x 10"),
with very large margins. Slight mount burn.
£380
A view of Hadleigh Castle in Essex after John
Constable's 1814 oil painting. From about 1829
Constable and Lucas worked together on a series of
mezzotints after sketches and paintings by Constable
called 'Various Subjects of Landscape...' published in
parts between 1830 and 1832. They worked very
closely together with Constable often hand touching up
the prints himself. Wedmore 21. Shirley: 34.: II of V.
Stock: 58195

183. [Badminton House] To the Most Noble
Henry Somerset, Duke of Beaufort, Lord High
Steward of the City of Bristol, This View of
Badminton House, Gloucestershire, is most
respectfully Dedicated by The Publisher.
On stone by l. Haghe from a drawing by M. Holmes.
Day & Haghe Lith.rs to the Queen. Published by
George Davey, Bookseller, 1 Broad St., Bristol [n.d.,
c.1840].

Rare lithograph on india. India 255 x 335mm (10 x
13¼").
£190
Badminton House from across the lake, deer in the
foreground. From a series of views in Gloucestershire
and Bristol. Not in Abbey.
Stock: 58047

184. Magdalene Tower and Grove, from
Christ-Chuch Meadow.
Drawn by H. O'Neill. Engraved by James Basire.
[Oxford Almanac, 1812]
Etching with engraving. Sheet 345 x 450mm (13½ x
17¾"). Trimmed within plate on three sides, into image
on right. Repaired tear right centre.
£160
Stock: 58092

185. Plan of Property in the Parishes of Castle
Cary and Ansford Somerset. For Sale by
Auction May 3rd 1883.
Wainwrights & Heard Surveyors Shepton Mallet.
Scarce lithographic map with hand colour. Printed area
930 x 630mm (36½ x 25"). Laid on linen, ink stamps
of Randolfe Woodforde, solicitor.
£280
A large plan of the environs of the town of Castle Cary,
on a scale of 6 chains (396 feet) to an inch, showing
the 34 lots in this auction of property. An inset shows
the town on twice the scale.
Stock: 58014

186. A Dell, Helmingham Park, Suffolk.
Painted by John Constable, R.A. Engraved by David
Lucas London Published by M.r Constable 35
Charlotte St Fitzroy Square 1830
Fine mezzotint. Plate: 180 x 225mm (7 x 8¾"), with
very large margins. Slight mount burn.
£260
A view of a dell in the park of Helmingham Hall in
Suffolk. From about 1829 Constable and Lucas worked
together on a series of mezzotints after sketches and
paintings by Constable called 'Various Subjects of
Landscape...' published in parts between 1830 and
1832. They worked very closely together with
Constable often hand touching up the prints himself.
Wedmore 9. Shirley: 12: II of V.
Stock: 58188

187. A Mill.
Painted by John Constable R.A. Engraved by David
Lucas. London, Published by M.r Constable 35
Charlotte St Fitzroy Square 1830
Very scarce touched proof mezzotint. Plate: 185 x
255mm (7¼ x 10"), with very large margins. Slight
mount burn.
£550
A view of a watermill. From about 1829 Constable and
Lucas worked together on a series of mezzotints after
sketches and paintings by Constable called 'Various
Subjects of Landscape...' published in parts between
1830 and 1832. They worked very closely together
with Constable often hand touching up the prints
himself. This one has been touched up in the sky as
you can see in the clouds on the right and an additional
bird on the left. Wedmore 17. Shirley: 5: I of V.
Stock: 58190

188. Stoke by Neyland, Suffolk.
Painted by John Constable R.A. Engraved by David
Lucas. London, Pub.d by M.r Constable 35. Charlotte
S.t Fitzroy Square. 1830.
Fine & scarce touched mezzotint. Plate:180 x 250mm
(7 x 9¾"), with very large margins. Touched at top
right in clouds. Slight mount burn.
£450
A view of Stoke-by-Nayland in Suffolk. From about
1829 Constable and Lucas worked together on a series
of mezzotints after sketches and paintings by Constable
called 'Various Subjects of Landscape...' published in
parts between 1830 and 1832. They worked very
closely together with Constable often hand touching up
the prints himself. Wedmore 16. Shirley: 9: III of V.
Stock: 58189

189. View near Scarboro', Yorkshire.
Walmsley Delin.t. Hill Sculp.t. London, Published
Sep.r 9th 1809 by John Murphy, 19, Howland Street,
Fitzroy Square, & at G. Testoline's, 73, Cornhill.
Aquatint. 270 x 340mm (10½ x 13½"), with large
margins, watermarked 'J Whatman 1808'. Near mint.
£160
A view of a turbulent sea, with Scarborough Castle on
the far cliffs. Not in Abbey.
Stock: 58046

Welsh Costumes. Farmer's Daughters.
Farm Servant. Market Woman. Farmer's
Wife. [&] Welsh Costumes. The Bidding.
190.

[n.d., c.1860.]
Pair of ink and grey wash sketches on card. Each 100 x
135mm (4 x 5¼"). Laid on album paper.
£140
Stock: 58226

191. The Cottage of the Ladies of Llangollen.
F.P. [n.d., c.1850.]
Pencil sketch. Sheet 170 x 240mm (6¾ x 9½"),
mounted on album paper at corners with ink title. £140
The Ladies of Llangollen were two upper-class AngloIrish women: Lady Eleanor Charlotte Butler (17391829) and the Honourable Sarah Ponsonby (17551832). They devoted their time to seclusion, private
studies of literature and languages and improving their
estate. They became a society attraction.
Stock: 58227

192. [Manorbier Castle] Manerbawr Castle in
Pembroke Shire
P. Sandby Fecit. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby St. Georges Row Sep.r 1st.
1775.
Aquatint with etching in brown ink, state with title in
open letters, fine impression. 240 x 315mm (9½ x
12½"). Trimmed to plate.
£260
The remains of Manorbier Castle, Dyfed, which was
slighted in 1645.
Eighth plate of 12 from Part I of 'Views in South
Wales' published in folio by Paul Sandby (1725 1809). Abbey Scenery: 511. Ex: Bayntun Williams
Collection.
Stock: 58101

The full set of twelve views of Killarney after Jonathan
Fisher, perhaps reissues of the plates in his 'Picturesque
tour of Killarney' of 1789. See Abbey 452 & 479 for
works by Fisher.
Stock: 58015

[Roški Slap on the Krka] Vue
Particuliere de la Cascade de la Kerka,
audessus de Scardona en Dalmatie.
194.

Dessiné par Cassas. Gravé à l'Eau-forte par la C.re
Chenu. Terminé par Neé. [n.d., 1802.]
Etching. 430 x 280mm (17 x 11"), large margins. £140
Roški Slap, waterfalls and cascades on the Lrka River,
within the Krka National Park in Croatia.
From 'Voyage Pittoresque et Historique de l'Istrie et de
la Dalmatie', with a text by Joseph Lavallée.
Stock: 58040

195. [The Aqueduct of Diolcletian] Vue de
L'Aqueduct de Salones, Qui conduisoit l'Eau à
Spalatre.
Dessiné par Cassas. Gravé à l'Eau-forte par
Charpentier. Terminé par Neé. [n.d., 1802.]
Etching. 280 x 430mm (11 x 17"), large margins.
Cracks in edges of margins.
£160
The Roman aquaduct built to bring water to the palace
of the emperor Diocletian in Croatia.
From 'Voyage Pittoresque et Historique de l'Istrie et de
la Dalmatie', with a text by Joseph Lavallée.
Stock: 58039

193. [Twelve views of Killarney] No. 1. North
View of the Lower Lake of Killarny.. [&] No.2.
East View of the Lower Lake of Killarny. [&]
No.3. South East View of the Lower Lake of
Killarney. [&] No. 4. Distant View of Mucrus
Abbey. [&] No. 5. West View of the Lower
Lake of Killarney. [&] No. 6. View of Ross Bay
&c. from Innisfallen Island. [&] No. 7. Front
View of O Sullivan's Cascade, near Killarney.
[&] No. 8. The Old Weir Bridge on the Riber
between the Lakes of Killarney. [&] No. 9.
From the Old Weir Bridge to the Eagles Nest.
[&] No.10. The Eagles Nest on the River
between the Lakes of Killarney. [&] No.11.
North East View of the Upper Lake of
Killarney. [&] No.12. South East View of the
Upper Lake of Killarney.
[after Jonathan Fisher.] London Published by J. Fisher
June 1796.
Set of twelve aquatints. Each sheet 200 x 285mm (8 x
11¼). Trimmed to platemark, 6 mounted in album
paper.
£1500

196. [Piero de Bonzi, Bishop of Bézier.]
J. Dieu Pinxit. Jo. Lenfant Sculpebat 1661.
Engraving. 360 x 265mm (14¼ x 10½"). Narrow
margins. Repaired tear on left. Taped into mount on
left side.
£140
Oval portrait of Piero de Bonzi (1631-1703), shortly
after he was elected Bishop of Béziers in 1660.
Although he was born in Florence he served as a
French ambassador. In 1672 he was made a cardinal by
Pope Clement X.
Stock: 58033

197. The Mer de Glace.
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 185 x 195 (7¼ x 7¾").
Trimmed and glued to album sheet at corners. View of
San Marco on the back.
£160
An Alpine view of the Mer de Glace ("Sea of Ice"); a
valley glacier located on the northern slopes of the
Mont Blanc massif, in the French Alps.
Stock: 58163

198. [Nine lithographic views of Athens by
Franz Tarone.]
[n.d., c. 1840.]
Nine rare lithographs. One sheet 250 x 445mm (9¾ x
17¾"), eight 120 x 180mm (4¾ x 7"). Trimmed to
images, five laid on album paper, all with mss. titles.
Some foxing.
£350
Nine views of the antiquities of Athens by German
artist Franz Tarone, who came to Greece in 1834 and
joined to Greek army as a non-commissioned officer.
The large plate is a general view of Athens, signed in

reverse by Tarone, the smaller plates including views
of classical buildings would have surrounded the large
plate.
Stock: 57972

Six lithographs, each sheet c. 205 x 295mm (8 x 11½").
Trimmed to printed borders, laid on album paper with
ink mss. titles.
£2500
Six of the rare series of ''Twelve views of Malta drawn
from nature' by Giovanni Schranz (1794-1882) and his
brother Antonio (1801-c.1864). The original titles were
in English and Italian.

199. [Tommaso Aniello - Masaniello] Raccolta
de' Fatti li più interessanti eseguiti dal Capo
Brigante Massaroni per la strada che da Roma
conduce a Napoli dall'anno 1818 fino al 1822.

Stock: 57971

Pinelli inventò disegnò e incise l'anno 1823. [n.d.,
1823.]
Etching. 205 x 280mm (8 x 11"), very large margins.
£140
The titlepage to a set of ten scenes from the life of
Tommaso Aniello (abbreviated to Masaniello, 162047), by Bartolomeo Pinelli (1781-1835)
Masaniello was a fisherman and smuggler who led a
revolt against the Spanish Habsburg rulers of Naples.
After taking the city he started behaving irrationally
and was killed by his fellow citizens.

[n.d., c.1840.]
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 280 x 375mm (11 x 14¾")
very large margins. Several repaired tears in edges.
£130
The crypt of Saint John's Co-Cathedral in Valletta,
containing the tombs of Grand Masters, including Fra'
Hugues Loubenx de Verdalle (1531-95) and Jean de la
Cassière (1572-81), shown here.

203. [Saint John's Co-Cathedral] The Vault _
Il Sotterraneo.

Stock: 58091

Stock: 58080

200. [Dolomites] General View of the
Rosengarten Gebirge from the Sasso di Damm,
Fassa Thal.
J. Gilbert, del.t. Hanhart, lith. [London: Longman,
Green & Co., 1864.]
Rare coloured lithograph. Sheet 135 x 210mm (5¼ x
8½"). Stain in sky.
£130
The Rosengarten group, a massif in the Dolomites
between South Tyrol and Trentino.
One of six lithographs in 'The Dolomite Mountains:
Excursions through Tyrol, Cartinthia, Carniola, and
Fruili in 1861, 1862, and 1863' by Josiah Gilbert &
George Cheetham Churchill. The work also contained
26 wood engravings by Edward Whymper, who made
the first successful ascent of the Matterhorn the
following year.
Stock: 58051

201. [The Ælian Bridge and Castle of St.
Angelo, with part of the City of Rome.]
[London, Carington Bowles?, c.1760.]
Engraving with very fine hand colour. Sheet 265 x
420mm (10½ x 16½"). Trimmed close to image, losing
title, small tears, laid on album paper.
£260
A general view of Rome, looking up the Tiber past the
Ponte Sant'Angelo and Castel Sant'Angelo (the
Mausoleum of Hadrian) to the dome of St Peter's
Basilica in the distance.
Stock: 58225

[Six views of Malta] View of the Great
Harbour from Ricasoli. [&] Marsamucette
Harbour from Samaison. [&] The Great
Harbour from Cordino. [&] View from near
the Mangiare Stairs. [&] Palace Main Gate.
[&] Auberge de Castille Barracks.
202.

[Drawn & lithographed by Giovanni & Antonio
Schrantz.] [Malta: Schranz Brothers, 1843.]

204. [19th century scrapbook containing
views of Portugal].
[5 Pencil drawings were drawn in 1830 by Lady
Ashworth, 14 watercolours in 1816 by Lady Rooke.
As per list compiled by Caroline Ashworth (Cameron)
c. 1860’s.] [C.L. Cameron c. 1865, but contents much
earlier.]
Book. Folio 485 x 360mm (19 x 16"). Leather spine
detached. Some pages missing. Tears. Some time
staining.
£4900
A large scrapbook containing views of Portugal,
including a fantastic collection of 14 large
watercolours of the Douro by Lady Rooke in 1816 & 5
drawings of Braga & the Douro by Lady Ashworth

drawn in 1830 and depicting the areas her husband
fought in.
Caroline Laura Ashworth was born in Portugal
presumably Oporto in 1820. Her father was Major
General Charles Ashworth (1784-1832) who fought in
the Peninsular War. He married Mary Anne Rooke,
daughter of Sir Giles, a judge (1743-1808) & Harriet
Rooke and their daughter Emily Marianne (1825-1909)
married Prof. Edward Forbes, the famous naturalist &
geologist.
Caroline married Lt. Col. Alexander Cameron (17811850) in 1847, and they had one son Ewan Henry
Cameron.
Emily’s sister Frances Sophie Rooke (1789) married
Lucy Henry Kingston (d.1852). His family were major
wine & port traders in London & Oporto hence the
major link to all these families. Lucy’s father was a
partner in the Oporto firm Lambert Kingston & Egan
and was MP for Lymington 1802-14. The family also
had links to Cork. Their son was the famous author
William Henry Giles Kingston who lived many years
in Oporto.
This is a rare chance to buy a bit of history of Oporto
with vivid illustrations by families with close
connections to the area in the 18th & 19th century.
Stock: 58240

206. [Ancient Costume of Næs i Hallangdal.]
[Frich del, imp Lemercier Paris] [n.d., c.1852.]
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x 7½").
Trimmed to image.
£95
An elderly couple inside a wooden cabin.
From Christian Tonsberg's ''Norske nationaldragter"
1852 (National dress of Norway). SPL 1307.
Stock: 58140

207. [Wedding dress in Hardanger]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£130
A couple standing before a wooden wall. The man
holds a long-handled axe.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58129

208. [Common Dress Vang in Valdres]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£110
A woman sits spinning; the man sits with his back to
the fire, whittling a stick.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58130

205. Den Svenske Kong Carl Gustavus Flugt
fra Amager, da de Danske i Overaerelse af
deres Konge Frederick III, og under Anförsel
af Generalerne Gyldenlöve og Ahlefeldt,
aldeles Sejrede over de Svenske og fordrev dem
10 October 1658.
Malet af C.A. Lorentzen. Skukket af A. Flint. [n.d.,
c.1800.]
Engraving. Sheet 360 x 500mm (14¼ x 19¾").
Trimmed within plate. Slight mark in sky.
£280
''The Swedish King Carl Gustavus' flight from Amager,
when the Danes in the presence of their King Frederik
III, and under the command of Generals Gyldenlöve
and Ahlefeldt, completely defeated the Swedes and
drove them out 10 October 1658.''
A battle on Amager in 1659 (not 1658), during the
Dano-Swedish War (1658-1660), when the Swedes
besieged Copenhagen.
The original oil, painted by Christian August Lorentzen
(1749-1828) in 1791, is in the National Gallery of
Denmark. See SMK KMS923 for the painting.
Stock: 58152

209. [Valdres wedding dress]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image, some faint oxidisation of
colour.
£120
A young couple walk hand-in-hand, others behind
them. In the background is a snow-covered mountain.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58131

210. [Costumes of Vos.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£95
A couple shake hands outside a log cabin.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58132

211. [Costumes of Birkeland Nr. Bergen.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image, some spotting.
£95

A couple walking up a steep path, the woman dragging
a goat.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58133

212. [Costume of Hjerdal Tellermarken.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Steinmetz.] [Christiana: Christian Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£130
A couple in an alpine meadow, the man honing a
scythe.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58134

213. [Costumes of Hitterdal in Telemarken.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x 7½").
Trimmed into image, some staining.
£95
A couple by a cabin, the man wearing an embroidered
jacket.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58135

214. [Common Dress of Sætersdalen.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£130
''Everyday dress from Sætersdalen''. A man on a horse
is being greeted by a woman on foot, steep mountains
behind.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58136

215. [Wedding Dress at Sætersdalen]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg. Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£130
A couple in their wedding outfits standing before a
wooden wall. The man wears breeches and holds a
sword, the woman an elaborately-embroidered dress.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.
Stock: 58137

216. [Ancient costumes of Nummedal.]
[Frich del. lithographed by Steinmetz] [Christiana:
Christian Tonsberg 1852.]
Coloured llithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x 7½").
Trimmed to image.
£95
A mother and daughter inside a wooden cabin.
From Christian Tonsberg's ''Norske nationaldragter"
1852 (National dress of Norway). SPL 1307.
Stock: 58138

217. [Costumes of aal Hallinghal.]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg, lithographed by
Steinmetz.] [n.d., c.1852.]
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x 7½").
Trimmed into image.
£95
A young couple walking to a church, mountains in the
background.
From Christian Tonsberg's ''Norske nationaldragter"
1852 (National dress of Norway). SPL 1307.
Stock: 58139

218. [Costumes from Hardanger]
[after Johan Fredrik Eckersberg? Lithographed by
Winckelmann & Sohne, Berlin.] [Christiana: Christian
Tonsberg 1852.]
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 235 x 190mm (9¼ x
7½"). Trimmed into image.
£95

A young couple facing each other, with an elderly
chaperone seated between them. Behind is a steep
mountain.
From ''Norske nationaldragter" 1852 (National dress of
Norway), with the plates mostly after Eckersberg.

officer, not worthy to be the auditor-general''. Abbey:
298.
Stock: 58110

Stock: 58128

219. Vue de la Ville de Geneve du Côté des
Paquis. No 2.
Dessiné par N. Perignon P.tre de Roi. Gravé par D.
Nee 1777. A.P.D.R.
Etching. 250 x 370mm (9¾ x 14½") very large
margins.
£180
A prospect of Geneva by Nicholas Pérignon (1727-82).
Stock: 58090

220. Mr. H.M. Stanley's Explorations in the
Dark Continent - Map of the Route and A
Portrait Group of the Officers of his
Expedition. Sketch Map to Illustrate H.M.
Stanley's Route in the Emin Relief Expedition.
Drawn by W. and A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. [London.,
1890.]
Wood engraving, printed in colour. Sheet 390 x
600mm (15¾ x 23¾"). Some spotting. Central crease
as normal. Repaired tears in central crease.
£160
A map of central Africa and nine roundel portraits of
members of Henry Morton Stanley expedition (1886-9)
to relieve the governor of Equatoria (south Sudan)
from Mahdist forces.
Published in the Graphic Newspaper.
Stock: 58150

221. In the District of Moka.
Drawn on Stone by W.m Rider from the Original by T.
Bradshaw Esq.r. Printed by C. Hullmandel. Pub.d for
the Proprietor, April 1st 1832, by Mess.rs Carpenter.
Old Bond St.
Lithograph with faint hand colour. Sheet 270 x 345mm
(10½ x 13½").
£260
A view of the countryside of Mauritius, plate 30 of 40
in Thomas Bradshaw's 'Views in the Mauritius, or Isle
of France'.
Thomas Bradshaw was Auditor-General of Mauritius.
Although he was regarded as one of the best artists to
visit Mauritius up to that time, as a civil servant he was
wanting: a report from August 1826 speaks of him in
unflattering terms: ''An idle and inefficient public

222. Port Louis. (from the Offing)
Drawn on Stone by W.m Rider from the Original by T.
Bradshaw Esq.r. Printed by C. Hullmandel. Pub.d for
the Proprietor, Nov.r 1st 1831, by Mess.rs Carpenter.
Old Bond St.
Lithograph with faint hand colour. Sheet 270 x 345mm
(10½ x 13½"), large margins.
£320
A view of Mauritius from the sea, plate 4 of 40 in
Thomas Bradshaw's 'Views in the Mauritius, or Isle of
France'.
Thomas Bradshaw was Auditor-General of Mauritius.
Although he was regarded as one of the best artists to
visit Mauritius up to that time, as a civil servant he was
wanting: a report from August 1826 speaks of him in
unflattering terms: ''An idle and inefficient public
officer, not worthy to be the auditor-general''. Abbey:
298.
Stock: 58111

223. Cascade des Plaines Wilhelms.
Drawn on Stone by W.m Rider from the Original by T.
Bradshaw Esq.r. Printed by C. Hullmandel. Pub.d for
the Proprietor, Feb.y 1st 1832, by Mess.rs Carpenter.
Old Bond St.
Lithograph on chine collé, with faint hand colour.
Sheet 270 x 345mm (10½ x 13½"), large margins.
£220
A waterfall on Mauritius with an artist sketching, plate
12 of 40 in Thomas Bradshaw's 'Views in the
Mauritius, or Isle of France'.
Thomas Bradshaw was Auditor-General of Mauritius.
Although he was regarded as one of the best artists to
visit Mauritius up to that time, as a civil servant he was
wanting: a report from August 1826 speaks of him in
unflattering terms: ''An idle and inefficient public
officer, not worthy to be the auditor-general''. Abbey:
298.
Stock: 58113

224. The Protestant Church, Port Louis.
Drawn on Stone by W.m Rider from the Original by T.
Bradshaw Esq.r. Printed by C. Hullmandel. Pub.d for
the Proprietor, July 1st 1831, by Mess.rs Carpenter.
Old Bond St.

Lithograph with faint hand colour. Sheet 270 x 345mm
(10½ x 13½"), large margins. Crease through
inscription area.
£160
A view of Mauritius with native pall-bearers, plate 5 of
40 in Thomas Bradshaw's 'Views in the Mauritius, or
Isle of France'.
Thomas Bradshaw was Auditor-General of Mauritius.
Although he was regarded as one of the best artists to
visit Mauritius up to that time, as a civil servant he was
wanting: a report from August 1826 speaks of him in
unflattering terms: ''An idle and inefficient public
officer, not worthy to be the auditor-general''. Abbey:
298.
Stock: 58112

225. [A mirage?]
[by Edward John Burrow.] [n.d., c.1915's.]
Rare etching. 200 x 280mm (8 x 11"), with large
margins.
£180
A war time desert scene, with human skeletons
surrounded by vultures. Behind is a shimmering city,
with palm trees and a river, perhaps the Nile: as it was
unreachable by the poor travellers it is probably a
mirage.
By Edward John Burrow, known for his topographical
etchings and several series of views of public schools.

From 'To India and Back by the Cape by a Traveller'
by C.R. Francis. Abbey 524.
Stock: 58021

229. View of the Entrance into Cape Town
from Green Point.
J. Bluck sculp.t. Published Feb.y 1st 1804 by Cadell &
Davies, Strand.
Aquatint. Sheet 240 x 440mm (9½ x 17¼"),
watermarked 1804. Folded twice, as issued. Trimmed
to platemark
£260
A view of Cape Town, with Table Mountain, and an ox
cart, published as the frontispiece to Sir John Barrow's
'An Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern
Africa'.
Barrow (1764-1848) was comptroller to Lord
Macartney during the first British embassy to China
(1792-4), then private secretary to Macartney when he
was governor of the newly-acquired colony of the Cape
of Good Hope, publishing accounts of both. He was
also Second Secretary to the Admiralty (1804-45),
during which time he promoted the Arctic voyages of
John Ross, William Edward Parry, James Clark Ross
and John Franklin.
Stock: 58098

Stock: 58019

226. [The Governor's House, Sierra Leone]
JH[?]. [n.d., c.1820.]
Pencil sketch, titled in old ink mss. on reverse. Sheet
190 x 310mm (7½ x 12¼"). Slight mount burn. £320
A fine sketch of the Governor's House from the sea,
with an American ship at anchor. Unfortunately it is
unsigned. See Ref: 58036
Stock: 58035

227. Sierra Leone [pencil].
JH[?]. [n.d., c.1820.]
Pencil sketch. Sheet 190 x 310mm (7½ x 12¼"). Slight
mount burn.
£320
A fine sketch, possibly from the Governor's House
looking out to sea. Unfortunately it is unsigned. See
Ref: 58035

230. View of the Valley of Mexico, taken from
the Heights of Chapultepec. México Y Sus
Alrededores.
C. Castro del. lit. Propiedad del editor [n.d., 1856].
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet: 320 x
455mm (12½ x 18"). Stitch holes in top margin. £260
A view from Chapultepec Castle looking across the
fields of what is now Chapultepec Park to Mexico City.
Soldiers are on parade in the castle. The title is
repeated in Spanish and French.
A plate from 'Mexico y Sus Alrededores. Coleccion de
Monumentos, Trajes y Paisajes Dibujados al Natural y
Lithografiados por los Artistas Mexicanos', published
in Mexico City in 1855-1856. Most of the plates were
after Casimiro Castro (1826-89), a leading Mexican
graphic and landscape artist

Stock: 58036

Stock: 58108

228. Table Bay. 14.
[Lithographed by John Corbett Anderson after Charles
Richard Francis?] [Croydon: J.C.Anderson, 1859.]
Coloured lithograph. Printed area 200 x 250mm (8 x
10") very large margins.
£140

231. Off the Cape in 40° South. Sighting an
Iceberg.
[Lithographed by John Corbett Anderson after Charles
Richard Francis?] [Croydon: J.C.Anderson, 1859.]
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 200 x 250mm (8 x 10")
very large margins
£120

From 'To India and Back by the Cape by a Traveller'
by C.R. Francis. Abbey 524.
Stock: 58020

Engraving with stipple, with original hand colour. Two
sheets conjoined, total 665 x 930mm (26¼ x 36½").
Some offset, folded; cracks in folds.
£650
A rare map of Balochistan, covering parts of Pakistan,
Afghanistan and southern Persia, marking the routes of
Henry Pottinger and Captain Charles Christie as they
mapped the region for the East India Company, amid
concerns that Napoleonic France could invade India.
Disguised as Muslims, they travelled together to
Nushki before separating and taking different routes to
Isfahan in Iran.
Later Pottinger was appointent envoy and
plenipotentiary in China, as which he negotiated the
Treaty of Nanking (1842), ending the First Opium War
and ceding Hong Kong to Britain. The following year
he became the first Governor of Hong Kong, then
Governor of the Cape Colony (1847) and Governor of
Madras (1848-54).
Stock: 57970

The Attack of the Stockades at Pagoda
Point, on the Rangoon River by Sir Arch.d
Campbell, K.C.B. 8th July 1824. No.18.
232.

Drawn by J. Moore. Engraved by Reeve, Jun.r.
Published Jan. 2, 1826 by Tho.s Clay, 18, Ludgate Hill,
& Kingsbury & Co. Leadenhall Str.t London.
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 315 x 415mm (12½ x 16¼").
Trimmed within plate, two tears in edges taped. £220
The First Anglo-Burmese War (1824-1826) was the
first of three wars fought between the British and
Burmese Empires in the 19th century. General Sir
Archibald Campbell, 1st Baronet (1769-1843) led
10,000 men and took the city with little resistance. In
May of 1824, after fortifying the Shwedagon Pagoda
compound, Campbell launched attacks on Burmese
lines, and by the end of July 1824, he had successfully
pushed the Burmese towards Kamayut, enough to repel
Burmese efforts to retake the city. Abbey Travel 404;
Hickman p.230, illus. p. 233.
Stock: 58236

233.

[Semarang] Canal de Samarang. (Ile

Java)
Dessine par Goupil, Lith. par P. Blanchard. Lith. de
Thierry frères, Paris. Gide Editeur. [1846.]
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 345 x
540mm (13½ x 21¼"), with publisher's blind stamp.
£260
A village on a waterway, with a boat being rowed.
Plate 148 of Voyage au Pôle sud et dans l'Océanie, sur
la corvette L'Astrolabe et La Zélée, exécuté par ordre
du Roi, pendant les années 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840,
sous le commandement de M. Dumont-d'Urville.'
Stock: 58107

234. A Map of Beloochistan & Sinde, with
Parts of Kutch, Seistan, Khorasan, Persia, &c.
by Henry Pottinger, Lieut.t 7th Bombay Native
Infantry, A.D. 1814.
Reduced from the Original Document and Engraved by
Thomson & Hall, Bury Street, Bloomsbury. London,
Published Feb.y 27th 1816, by Longman, Hurst Rees,
Orme & Brown, Paternoster Row.

235. Sidon, on the Approach from Beirout.
Lith. Brocktorff, 111 Str. Reale. Sold by Mrs Muir, 43,
Str. Mezzodi.
Writing sheet with lithographic view, scarce complete.
Printed area 120 x 190mm (4¾ x 7½), on sheet 270 x
430mm (10½ x 17"), folded once as normal. Some
spotting and creasing.
£180
Published in Valletta, Malta.
Stock: 58211

Item 112, one of three sheets

